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ties where there is Mttle or no fruit the mountain sides, swept the mining magazine which has leveled its bitter a type of the
general population. Th'is but will not go himself as he is quite ed interurban lines and inundated the virtues which made their
sires
raising, but in such counties as ' San camps of Lundy, Mono and Jordan In attack against him for
nearly two number of the "Director" is largely familiar with these maneuvers.
great areas. In Santa Barbara coun- great Parentage is nothing, unless
Juan and Chaves, It is presumed that Mono
devoted
Suit
a
to
rePinchot
will
be
years.
of
the
against
description
Asmore
county, California, yesterday
than ten thousand acres of we are worthy of that parentage:-thty,
According to dispatches of the
there is, and In counties where there
filed In Washington and vigorously sources of the Moro province with its sociated Press a thousand officers of rich land were washed into
the sea
vital
of the moment Is,
.is considerable Jruit raising, it Is ob- - and last night. At least ten persons
move
to
bring the maga- nearly 30,000 square miles featuring the National Guard all over the coun- - by the Santa Maria river. The storm "Who arequestion
were killed. The big power plant a fought. The
and
the demand ia
you?"
the big province fair at Zamboango, try have been invited to participate i damage in that county alone is esti- (Continued on Page Eight.)
Jordan was destroyed.
(Continued on Page Five.)
February 7 to 14.
maneuvers.
mated
a
at million dollars.
in these
(Continued on Page Three.)
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cepted the position of instructor In
domestic science at the Xew Mexico
THE QUO
UP.
Normal University at Las Vegas.
Bought a Home Mr. and Mrs. Orin
A. Foster, who recently bought the PAINFUL & DANGEROUS
"The West."
Rio Grande Republican, have bought
, Rheumatism is due to a diseased
(From Cactus and Pine by Sharlott themselves a brick cottage
at Las condition
of the blood cells and corM. Hall, published
Sherman,
Cruces and are remodeling it.
by
about by an excess
puscles,
brought
French and Company, Boston
GEORGE WASHINGTON NEVER LIED.
Judge Roberts as Commencement of uric acid in the circulation. It is
Orator-Asso- ciate
Justice C. J Rob-- not
Mass.)
y a very painfui disea se but an
When the world of water was partThat's why he had the confidence of millions, and
dangerous trouble. The
extremely
acrod.
the
a
fourth judicial district, has
ed by the stroke of
mighty
acrid state of the blood gradubriny,
why we respect him to this day and always will.
Her eyes were first of the lands of cepted an Invitation extended by the ally forms a coating over the muscles,
board of education of the East Las and
earth to look on the face of God;
subWE DO NOT NEED TO
by depositing a cement-lik- e
The white mists robed and throned Vegas public schools, to deliver the stance in the joints frequently termithis year. nates fatally, or leaves its victim a
address
her, and the sun in his orbits wide commencement
Misrepresent our Merchandise. The Brands we
and hopeless
keen
a
thinker
is
Roberts
Judge
his
Bent
from
ultimate
down
It is natural to
pathway
cripple.
sell have stood the test of time.
and claimed her his chosen Bride; an eloquent orator. The board is to " doctor " the spot that hurts, and it is
And he formed and dowered her with be congratulated on its selection.
quite right to use liniments, hot appliASK THOSE WHO HAVE
William D. Stephens Dead. 'William cations, etc., to get temporary relief
the dower of a royal queen,
Decreed her the strength of mighty Douglass Stephens, born September from a painful joint or swollen tendon;
Traded with us whether or not they like the way
of the Mesilla vala
but Rheumatism is not a skin disease,
hills, the peace of the plains be- 25, 1870, resident
we do business.
ley for the past seven years, passed and such things, when depended on
tween ;
dis-The silence of utmost desert, and can- away at his ranch home near Las alone make one careless, and the
to ease gets a firmer hold on the blood.
confined
been
after
Cruces,
having
rifted
and
yons
riven,
S. S. S. cures the disease because it is
And the music of wide-flunforest the house for two weeks by helpless the
greatest of all blood purifiers. It
illness.
were strong winds shout to Heaven.
goes into the cir- For Stealing Posts E. C. James,
i
culation, and re- Then high and apart he sat her and was arrested Saturday by Deputy
moves every
Telephone No. 40.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
sworn
Sheriff
a
warrant
on
Torrence
bade the gray seas guard,
particle of the
out by W. H.
that
alleging
And the lean sands clutching her garri fc
irritating uric
TH'KT
a
bunch
James
of
CASH
KEGJSTFR
G
had
IVE
WE
appropriated
hem keep stern and solemn
ments'
acid, builds up
fence
CASH PUECHASlfALL
posts from the Carrothers ranch
WITH
ward.
blood,
west of town. James is having a
makes it rich
What dreams she knew as she waited
at Mcintosh today. Moriarty
hearing
and oily, and in
What strange keels touched her Messenger.
this way pre- shore,
New Reservoir for Las Vegas Wapares it for the
And
went
into
feet
and
the
stillness
ter has been turned into the new
BaanKSnSBBsEEBBBS
nourishment of all joints, A
proper
returned to sea no more.
constructed muscles, nerves and bones. If
gallon reservoir
you
"
HERE'S THE WONDER WORKER!
By lne Agua Fllril (0lnl)any ln
"'"'-etel".have
the uric acid
shadows-- till
woke one preg- - son canon, five miles north of Las out ofRheumatism,
tUe blood b tfcaking s s. g.. a
This engine can be attached to your
nant morn
llegas. The dam is 235 feet long at nrPW .,.aW maA;;r.
pump and working In ten minutes
And watched Magellan's
the top and is 55 feet high. It can be j freedom frntn ir mism' Tinnt on
after you take It off your wagon. No
raised 40 feet mon- - and thus increase Rheumatism and any medical advice
ships swing around the
to
fixtures
or
. .
.. ,
.
c
armspump Jack
belts,
Horn ;
uic Biurage capaciiv sumcieni ior a tree to all who write
buy. No special platform to build.
She thrilled to their masterful
of
50,000 people.
city
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
Minister Dies of Hemorrhage Rev.
sage, those dauntless sails
W. H. Wllkins, died at Albuquerque
afar,
scene and after carrying out the house- I
And laughed as she leaned to the yesterday of a hemorrhage
of the hold
goods proceeded to liberate th
ocean till her face shown out like lungs. He had no premonition that
Much of the roof had to be
horse.
his
end was so near. Last Sunday he
a star.
taken
before the horse was able
away
preached as usual, and a few minutes to
get on its feet.
And men who toiled in the drudging before death appeared to be in his
Fourteen Chinamen to Be Deported.
usual good spirits. The deceased was
hives of a world as fiat as a floor
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Leong Jung Wah, Leon Yin Jow
Can be usrd for other work when not
Thrilled in their souls at her laughter a Baptist. His remains were shipped
and a dozen other Chinks, accompanto Corsicana, Texas, for interment.
and turned with face to the door;
pumping. Has special pulley for this
ied by United States Deputy Mar.
Site
or
Church
for
Parish
House
to
It
me
demonstrate
And creeds as hoary as Adam, and
you.
purpose. Let
Col. W. A. Fleming Jones, acting for shal James Smith, will leave Saturfeuds as old ,as Cain,
any pump
the Trustees of the property of the day for San Francisco, from which
pits
rKAINiV FT. UUKJYlLtiY. aud
Makes It Hump
By Fell deaf on the ear that barkened
Protestant
Episcopal church in" New port they will be deported to Cuba.
and caught that far refrain;
has
Mexico,
just purchased 104 feet Leong Jung Wah and Leon Yin Jow
Into dungeons by light forgotten, and
on the Alameda road, just are confined in the county jail In Alfrontage
of
grim despair,
prisons
The twelve other Chinks
Hope came with pale reflection of her around the corner from Court street, buquerque.
are
at
Socorro. Wah and Jow
held
-- rucsal"
lcn
Ajils
"
star on the swooning airultimately
to
Albuquerque
brought
And the old, hedged, human whirl-- 1 be UBed for the site f the Episcopal were
cnurcn ana ransn nouse.
Wednesday night by United States
nnni with it
2
Deputy J. W. Johnson, from Roswell.
Broke bounds as a pent up jiver
1J.
'the Juarez race track were shimvd tn'They were used in Roswell as wlt- u
10
me
sea.
uiuiis .u
luruugu
neaimg
T. L. Hall at Deming, Luna county, nesses in other deportation cases.
horsS brought ovr Wre CoM
Calling, calling, calling, resistless,
Bronston, owned by C. C. Ennert.i
S100 REWARD. S100.
perative, strong
!
The readers of this paper will be
Priest, and soldier, and Creamer she bnamrocs, owned by u. E. Fine, and
Queen Full, owned by W. H. Deny. pleased to learn that there Is at least
drew them, a mighty throng;
The unmapped seas took tribute of Eight carloads of horses were received J one dreaded disease that science has
at Columbus, Luna county, and will been able to cure In all its stages, and
many a dauntless band,
Sole Agents For
bond to Canada.
The that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
And
a
many brave hope measured but be shipped in
'INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
1.
shipment was received Wednesday Is the only positive cure now known
klnnl.tnn
NHnri.
UlTcli:Ullll
UIIIIN iIII .1
III'
ALFALFA SEED All Kinds of Flowers and
nt through as to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beYet for one that fell a hundred sprang morninS and wi be
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.
son as the custom paprs have b6en ing a constitutional disease, requires
out to fill his place;
a constitutional treatment.
Hall's
For death at her call was sweeter fillf d out- THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE
rre5lea ior uarcenoy policeman (Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, act- than liffi in tnmPr ra
LuJan at Albuquerque arrested a man ling directly upon the blood and muSinew and bone sh ilre-t- th-named
Henry Becker, who claims Dem cous surfaces of the system, thereby
thewed and the weaklings shrankof granite
irnn tvto lnS as his home, on a charge of rob- - destroying the foundation of tha dis- umB Lue .casu urawer 01 lne "uquer- ease, and giving the patient strength
the men of her foremost rank.
que uarnage company 01
in silver. by building up tte constitution and
Stern as the land before them; and Becker, it is claimed, was in the office assisting navur6 in doing Its work.
of the carriage company.
M. A. The proprietors have so much faith in
strong as me waters crossed;
Men who had looked on the face of Skees the bookkeeper went up stairs j Its curative powers that they offef
and while he was gone. It Is claimed, One Hundred Dollars for any case
defeat nn
iha wtiz
uu- ne was cap" that it fails to cure. Send for list of
Uncrowned
rulers, and statesmen. 1ecKer lappeQ tne
near Aba3 and had
In hls testimonials.
iturea
their
need
daily
shaping
He said he was on his way Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Pocket.
To the law nf brother with
j to Belen and nad not been in Albu- - Ohio.
till the world stood up to heed;
H
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
will be given a hear-Lumber and all kinds
The
sills
a
of
greater empire they 1uerJueLump, nut and
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- luuay.
uig
hewed
and hammered and turned,
ot building material
mine run coal
Horse
Broke
RoofJose
pation.
Through
And the torch of a larger freedom
from their 'blazing hilltops burned; Campos, wife and three children had
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
Till the old ideals that led them grew just left their home at Elephant
Butte, Sierra county, a few minutes,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
dim as a childhood's dream,
a large horse belonging to a
And caste went down in the balance when
neighbor rolled In through the roof,
Phone Red 100
Prom
and manhood stood supreme.
Phone Red 100
j The horse had been turned out to go
BARRANCA
TAOS
to water and it decided to take a roll
The wanderers of earth turned to her,
on the hillside above the house and Meets Both
North South
outcast of the older lands;
With a promise and hope in their the hill being steep, the horse rolled
Bounds
Trains.
on down the
finally landing
pleading, and she reached them pity- inside the littlehinside,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
When found
house.
ing hands;
horse was lying on its back with Che north bound train and arrive at
And she cried to the old world cities the
7 p. m.
its
feet
;
protruding through the crushed Taos at
that drowse by tne Eastern main;
miles
roof.
Ten
men
soon
on
were
shorter than any other
the
Many
"Send me your weary, house-wor- n
way. Good covered hack and good
broods and I'll send you men again.
teams.
TO
IN
PILES
14
CURED
6
DAYS.
t
Lo. here In my
reaches.
"rto.ln.gf a.exa.a to 3&lc
by my marshalled peaks of snow, Pzo ointment is guaranteed to core
saxigex Cozx3.fexta.bl.
vaacui i,vuilll. CiLllu.iJiQDUlIIKUF
Is room for a larger reaping than an.,
14
Piles
6
retrading eoe. In to
days or money
funded,
fields can grow;
your
Seed of the
springing to
stature and strength in the un;
We Have Built Up
Free, with a limitless freedom no battles of men have won."
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Where to Go for Groceries
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White Goods For Spring
Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

sent the most complete assortment

i

choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.
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Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
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Agent for VICTOR SPORTING

GOODS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

;

16-6-

-

Pons

HACK LINE

AID

Screened

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

TO

THOVUS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

WHOLESALE

1

Smithirp Coa).

RteeiE Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

e0a?TAEZTDr8ivirpUo?.
Telephone 85

i

RIDE N THE MOON

CAPITAL COAL, YARD.
Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

wind-swep-

j

Cl--

o'er-tille- d

Man-See-

Buiy

FARE

d

?p4 $5.00

For men, like the grain of the cornfields, grow small in the huddeld

30 H. P.

$1,500

S VNTA

CUT

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

FLOWERS-OSE-

S.

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain."

CAIp

Impved

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

P.M.. JONES.

crowd;
And weak for the breath of spaces
where the soul may speak aloud;
For hills like stairways to Heaven,
shaming the level track;
And sick with the clave of pavements,
and the marts of the trafficking

We repair and! care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

CAD

I UU

pack;
Greatness is born of greatness, and
i330t
breadth of a breadth profound;
RIG YOU WANT
THE
The old Antaean fables of strength reis here. "Whether it be a runabout,
newed from the ground.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
Was a human truth for the ages; since in
can furnish you with one that will
and have
very
large
quantities
Eden-birtthe hour of the
modern facility for furnishing th
make your drive a pleasure.
That man among men was strongest
OUR LIVERY STABLE
who stood with his feet on the very best rough or dressed
s
caters to those who want a
Lumber
earth."
outfit. All of our horseB are
We art thut
tof every description.
live ones, and sleek in appearance.
Left Horse Untied Charles Onion enabled to make the very beat price
We will fill your order promptly,
for
such
Lumber
of
high
grade.
was arrested and fined at Las Vegas
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.
on
We
to
will
be
your
figure
yesterday for leaving his horse untied contract!. pleased
B. P. WILLIAMS
in the street.
Succesor to
Domestic Science Instructor Miss
Viola E. Wood of Lima, Ohio, has ac- WILLIAMS & RISING

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Hones.

.

CARNATIONS,
SWEET
WEDDING

BOUQUETS,

NARCISSUS,

DAFFODILS

::

PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

TABLE

DECORATIONS,

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

DESIGNS.
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That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. 5o far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOICS PHARMACY.

first-clas-

Charles W. Dudrow

ExperienceThat
Is What Counts.

CALL
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'Phone

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

Wfen

fn NeeJ

in fl c

Drivers

f Jhyfltir

UVBY WSL

Fin&kd.

Don Qaspar Anra.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection Jof the right kind
of

drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

k
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s
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DEEDS, NOT WORDS.
Have Absolute
People
Proof of Deeds at Home.
It's not words but deeds that prove
true merit.
The deeds of Doan's Kidney TllU,
For Santa Fe kidney sufferers,
Eove made their local reputation.
' Proof in the testimony of Santa Fe
to stay
people who have been cured
cured.
Pasquale Yanni, College St., Santaa
Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I gave
of Doan's
public testimonial in favor
effect that they
Kidney Pills to the
had cured me of a pain In my back.
My
hv disordered kidneys.
mo to sit down a eood
....
1itim mw VMnevs.
.1.1..
J
aeai uu
causing backacne. wnue ai wuib.
suffered more intensely than at any
other time and I was very anxious to
find a remedy that would relieve me.
I
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills,
to
my
delight,
box
and
a
procured

Fe

Santa
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climes have sprung the greatest war-- ;
riors statesmen and law givers,
joets and philosophers of the world.
The South is a land that has produced
a Washington, a Lee, Stonewall Jackand Lamar, a
son, Clay, Calhoun
Onreia nroduct and Mississippi de
veloped statesman. Kentucky Doaats
and
of being the mother of Lincoln
Davis, and the men who were able to
endure the hardships of war, as did
the soldiers of the South in every
war from Yorktown to Mexico are
worthy a place in history among the
The loyalty with
grandest heroes.
which the Confederate soldier kept
his faith and his honor in adhering to
his pledge when he received his parole entitles him to a bright place on
the page of history that ever remains
an unfading immortal to his

j

Aids Nature
The great success of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Disweak
covery in curing weak stomachs, wasted bodies,
on
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based
he recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
materials, in condensed and concentrated form. With this help Nature
to digest
supplies the necessary strength to the stomach
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
the
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purihes
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the nerves in
(hurt establishes sound vigorous health.
muscle-makin-

tissue-repairin-

g

".Uion, are wiring their friends bark
Profiting by Experience.
is nil iglu and
New Mexico confidently expects her home that everything
Is sure of scaiejooi during
Arizona
Jan.
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1
1913, and in setting
All of which goes to show what i
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for
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reasonable
self,
c.m have on the imagination of rnen
The experience of Motherhood is a
El Paso Times.
your dealer offers something "fast a tood,"
whose keenness of perceptiia is ob- trvinjr oiio to most women and marks
ft is probably better FOR HIM. -- it pays better.
It is cla.u--l- distinctly an epoch in their lives. Not
scured by political zeal.
But you are thinking of the cure not the profit, so
outs woman m a HunEasy for the Republicans.
apparent to all disinterested oV
hav- there's nothing "lust as &ood" tor you. Say so.
is
dred
or
"We are d istinctly opposed to
prepared
v
as servers that statehood for Arizona
how to
understands
displaced
Burkhart
Summers
Pierce's
Common Sense Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, MedDr.
ing
dead
is very
Demo- - this time
care for herTerritorial
properly
100K pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
icine
tne
Simplified,
secretary oi
self. Of course nearsent for 21
stamps, to cover cost of mailing
committee. Burkhart T'mes.
Edition,
woman
now
ly every
31 stamps. Address Dr. U. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. I .
and
faithful
only.
has been one of the
adays has medical; "If the Southerner progressed
Out In the Cold.
earnest workers in the party.
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what
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a happy
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New York, sole agents for the
that nave curtailed the tempted to get possession
pronounced when Mr. Miller left. At
tinder nglit;
the libelous enemies of New Mexico, dren. and indeed child-birt- h
Raton Range.
States.
and made neighbors which Insley refused to give her. St. Joseph, Mr. Miller met former
surface
earth's
no
to
hazard
he
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n,i
the
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even
suit. But one of these days,
Prt'Vidence may get tired of the job
of guarding the banks of the Santa
Fe river on Delgado street and the
county may have to pay enough damages to build half a dozen modern
bridges. It is true, the county has
been in deplorable financial condition
for years. The present board of county
commissioners and its predecessor
nevertheless have done great improvement work, but there should not
be cessation now, especially when it
comes to doing work that should have
been done six years ago and restoring
a bridge whose destruction left a dan
gerous gap in a much used and much
needed thoroughfare.
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ARIZONA AWAKENS TO ITS .
MISTAKE.
There was a critical moment during
the New Mexico constitutional con-- ;
vention, when it seemed almost oer-"tain that this territory, too, would
fall into Arizona's error in constUu- xion making.
It was known tiat the
convention was almost equally divided
on the referendum, initiative and re- call and that the opposition to those
revolutionary measures could muster
but 49 votes if it came to a. show
But those who leaned to popu- Tar fallacies were so badly divided
among thmselves, the most reasona-ble constitution makers among them
agreed to a compromise on concessions
such as the election of the judiciary, a
modified referendum, a corporation
commission and other real progressive
measures. Arizona lacked leaders like
National
H. O. Bursum,
Solomon Luna and
and therefore did not avoid the
pitfall into which New Mexico would
have dropped but for patriotic and self- But now Ari-- .
sacrificing leadership.
zona is awakening to the realization
of its foolishness.
Says the Arizona

'
i

j

p

well-served

1

Republican:
"The Hon. Alfred Franklin lias published in the Arizona Democrat a
thoughtful review of the statehood
situation. Mr. Franklin wa3 one of
the members of the late constitutional
convention who stood for practically
all of the "advanced" notions which
Pre-- 1
characterize the constitution.
sumably he would still be r;lad to
have these doctrines included in our
system of government at its very beginning, if that were practicable. Evi- dently he anticipates that the presi- dent will disapprove the constitution.
He knows, of course, that will put an
abrupt end to progress toward statehood under existing laws, and that
anything accomplished thereafter must
'
In
be from a new starting point.
view of the conditions which must be
confronted in that event, . Mr. Frank- ' lin makes
these sound observations:
' "It occurs to me that it will not be
the part of wisdom for the people of
' Arizona to
keep continually chasing
the shadow Of statehood and thereby
lose the substance. We must realize
that every victory achieved other than
in the brutal conduct
of war, is
We must
fraught with compromise.
further realize and, realizing recognize that, while the people of this territory are more directly concerned in
'
its consummation, the ultimate power
that controls our admission into the
great American Union i3 vested in
the composite citizenship of a nation
z numbering some ninety millions of
patriotic people,- and represented politically by the President and the Con- gress as the constitutional authority
"

v

'that

controls our destiny,'
"This is exactly in line with the position taken by the Republican at
the beginning of the constitutional
campaign and maintained to this moment.
We tried to point out the difficulties which the people of Arizona
were bound to encounter in trying to
achieve statehood in disregard of the
veto power over our constitution
which had been vested in the President and the Congress.
"Assuming still liiat the President
will reject the constitution we can
forsee nothing but disaster a3 the
result of further efforts to "force
things" at Washington. As Governor
Sloan well said immediately after the
election of last month, our hope of
success in the future in case the

president rejects the constitution
must be found on a frank recog
nition of the probability that while
we ask the President and Congress to
concede something, we also must be
prepared to concede something.
"This is the only policy which can
promise success.
"To be sure, the people of this territory will be told by Senator Bourne,
and possibly half a dozen other Senators, that not a jot or tittle must be
conceded.

"But it is almost time, it seems to
us, for the people of Arizona to stop
and consider the motives of the politicians who give such advice. While
this little group of Senators may be
nominally in earnest in working for
the admission of Arizona, they are
far more interested in boosting their
own political game.
They want an
"issue" on which they can fight Mr.
Taft In the next campaign. By forcing
them into the open on the reciprocity
question, Mr. Taft has exposed the
titter hypocricy of the Insurgent Senators who have insisted they were
Insurgents only bee use they wanted
The ground has
tariff reductions.
been cut from under their feet on the
tariff question. They must have some
other grounds on which to oppose the
President and on which to keep themselves prominently before the country.
They are hoping that Arizona
will furnish them with this ground.
They would be quite well pleased to
see Arizona sacrificed, If thereby they
as the
could be enabled to pose
champions of a defeated "people."
"But we do not believe that the people of Arizona will, on careful consideration, lend themselves to thei
scheme of making this territory a

TO TAOS.
The Taos Valley News speaks with
such confidence, that a railroad will
connect it with Santa Fe in the near
future, that its words must be given
more weight than ia attached to the
sacrificed goat upon the
insurgent
Concernordinary railroad rumor.
altar.
"What we want is statehood we ing the plan to establish an automoare not caring anything about the bile line, it says:
chestnuts which the Bournes and the
"We are going to have a Tailroad to
Bristows may have in the fire.
of which will
excellent Santa Fe, the certainty
"Mr. Franklin
talks
hefore the
established
be
absolutely
sense."
December snows of 1911 have whitenCLEAN UP THE TOWN.
ed the hills and fertilized the valleys.
Las Vegas expects to engage in a
This is not a pipe dream nor a vison
crusade, and It's
general clean-ua
something that Santa Fe might under-dow- of the night, following
take also with conbiderable profit to and delectable dinner, which is wont
itself and the health of its people, to tint our thoughts and hopes with
The Meadow City authorities will help
roseate and charming colors, but it is
anil will provide the wagons to haul
For many years we have
ami
to supervise a fact.
away the garbage
for
this closer association with
the burning up of litter in back yards. longed
Manure heaps, refuse, tin cans, wire, Santa Fe, and we have hoped till we
leaves, rags, bones, old shoes, ashes, are heartsick, but at last it looms beand all kinds of trash, which at
The occasional
fore us as a reality.
ent gives a town an unkempt and
chug of an automobile has heretofore
sanitary appearance, are to be
posed of, and citizens who will not awakened us to the fact that there
obey the ordinances safeguarding the was a more swift method of locomotion
Public health will be vigorously pros- than the wagon, but heretofore we
sucn a clean-uecutea.
campaign have been off the line. We will welhas become a regular institution in a
number of progressive
cities and come any kind of conveyance that
towns, and in the capital city of the will bring us into closer communicacommonwealth, it certainly should be tion with Santa Fe, but just now we
a periodical institution, until the city are
seeing a railroad line, upon which
is so wealthy that it can afford to
have a "whitewing" brigade sweeping we will be whirled into the confines
of the ancient and attractive city and
and cleaning up each day.
A similar movement has struck the we will continue this neighborly feeluty, ior me fuouquerque jour-- ing and go down the road often."
A RAILROAD

'

p

aal says.
"Springtime has approximately arrived; the sewer construction which
has demoralized the streets for a year
or two is practically at an end; we
are to have distinguished vistors In
a week or so; sanitary conditions
have become lax during the last winter to a certain extent, and now is
the proper time for every man, woman and child ia Albuquerque tu wield
the broom.
Tin cans, deceased cats, ashes and
rubbish have been allowed to accumulate, and there Is a need of a
widespread, thorough and enthusiastic campaign on the part of the people of Albuquerque to clean up and
beautify the city.
While there is much work to be
done, if every property owner and
every householder does lis or her
part, the individual burden will be
iignt. xne neaitn autnorities are
working and they should have the
cordial
and the cheerful
assistance of everyone in Albuquerque.

NOT OUTRE BUT ULTRA.

That Turkey has emerged fully into
the light of civilization is apparent
from a cablegram which says that
Hakki Pasha, the grand vizier, came
to blows in the legislative chamber
with Ismail Kemal Bey, an Albanian
So great was the confusion
deputy.
attending the encounter that it was
necessary to adjourn the chamber to
Substitute "Washingrestore quiet.
ton" for "Constantinople" in the date
line, and the names of a Senator from
the South, and an insurgent from the
West for the Vizier and Ismail Kemal
Bey, and the account will seem a record of a not extraordinary occurrence
The cablein the halls of Congress.
gram said further:
"The trouble was started by a
speech on the part of the Albanian, in
which he charged that a newspaper
the vizier's
which is regarded as
mouthpiece had accepted bribes in connection with the Bagdad railway enterprise.

Take the hose and wasn off your
"Fuming with rage the vizier strode
sidewalk if it has been buried under up to Kemal Bey, who immediately
piles of dirt from sewer benches. If threw up his hands, as if to ward off
the winds have piled up tumble weeds a blow. Instantly the vizier knocked
against your fence rake them togeth the hands down, whereupon one of the
er and burn them; and don't be afraid partisans who was close boxed the
to touch a match to the brush and offending deputy's ears with considerrubbish which has accumulated on able violence. Immediately the chamthe vacant lot next door, if She owner ber was in an uproar."
of said vacant lot doesn't do his duty.
Surely Turkey is no longer "outre,"
Apply, if necessary, a little paint or but decidedly "ultra."
whitewash to your unsightly back
fence; clean up the stable and apply
In an address touched hy the fire of
lime to it, for the time has come eloquence, Senator James Gordon of
when the deadly fly is beginning to Mississippi, sounded solemn warning
propagate and intrude his noisome to the demagogues who have cappresence into the kitchen. Look to tured the Democratic party and are
the screens on your doors and win- seeking to merge it with the socialto spend, a dol- istic elements. He declared: "What
dows; don't
lar or two for disinfects; let the gin- our country needs, is not politicians
ger gem do its will with you on this but statesmen. The most contemptcleaning-uThe city ible character Is the demagogue and
proposition.
should use all haste In getting the the biggest fool in politics is the man
sewer torn streets graded up anfl lev- who fights capital and prevents cap!
eled off. Citizens should lose no time talists from investments that would
in getting their sewer connections put money into circulation."
made and the job of digging up their
The most significant detail of the
lawns over with and past.
With a little public spirited and account of the golden wedding celebration of Adolphus Busch, who made
vigorous effort on the part of every
millions brewing beer and is rusti
citizen Albuquerque this
summer
should look more beautiful and city-fie-d cating at his palatial residence at
than at any time in her history, Pasadena, California, is that "not a
From the standpoint of health, the drop of beer was drunk by the guests
Beer is good
matter is excessively important. The at the celebration."
festive mosquito will be with us soon enough to swill for those who must
and we should be ready for him. Ai- - deprive their families of necessities of
,n order t0 pay tn6lr Uquor billa
buquerque Is In no condition to !ace!lite
the warm weather and she must be but for wealthy German beer brew
cleaned up. Don't wait for the sani- ers, champagne is the only stuff fit
to guzzle.
tary officer to make troulile for you
of
do it yourself. The public health
While the accumulation of large
Albuquerque this summer lfes chiefly
at the door of her Individual citizens. fortunes is abnormal and tainted with
injustice if not dishonesty, yet there
are compensations. If the RockefelBRIDGE BUILDING.
ler millions had accomplished
Before bringing to the close their
than through the
of
"
March session, the board of county the Rockefeller Institute founding
to discover
commissioners of San Miguel county, a cure for the dread disease of infandecided to advertise for bids for the! tile
paralysis, this would have Justiconstruction of three more modern, fied their accumulation.
substantial bridges In that county,
despite the fact that San Miguel coun
Postmaster General F. H. Hitchty, the past two years, has spent more cock is being flooded with
petitions
for modern bridges than all of Santa
from New Mexico asking for establishFe county's bridges are worth. This
ment of automobile routes from and
means that, actual construction work
on those bridges will be started this to every point imaginable. No wonder
summer and shows a disposition to the railroads are leary about building
continue the improvement policy in- much needed extensions.
augurated in recent years. Surely,
Santa Fe county commissioners will By the time all those "auto" lines
not refuse to make the necessary levy from Santa Rosa, Vaughn, Alamogordo
to restore the bridge
at Delgado and other points to Roswell are estabstreet swept away by a flood six years lished, aeroplane transportation will
ago, and the only bridge within the do away with the necessity of good
city limits over the Santa Fe for al- road construction.
most a mile. The banks as they are
It was entirely unnecessary to call
today are positively dangerous. Prov
idence that watches over children and out twenty- - thousand troops. A hint
fools has thus far preserved the coun-- j from Washington, and Texas would
ty and the city from a serious damage anne- - Mexico, Yaquls, rebels and all.
--

p
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Cotton Mills Are the Moloch That
Are Sapping Strength
of Many.
Birmingham, Ala., March 10. Cot
ton manufacturers, by means of lobbies in legislative halls, have obstructed child labor legislation, in the
opinion of A. J. McKelway, secretary
for the southern states of the National Child Labor Committee, who ad
dreBsed the seventh annual conference of the organization here tonight
Referring to the plea of the New
England and southern cotton manufacturers at the tariff hearing in 1908
before the Ways and Means Committee, that cotton goods should not be
burdened with a prohibitive tariff because cotton manufacture was an in
fant industry, Mr. McKelway said:
"If an infant industry is one that
employs infants, this is emphatically
an infant Industry. The cotton mill
is the 'Herod among industries, and
its slaughter of the innocents continues in the 20th century. When
the cotton manufacturers come before the representatives of the American people these representatives
will insist that protection to infant industries must be preceded by
some measure of protection for in-

dustries infants.

"The cotton mill through the manufacturers' lobbies, which crowd every
legislative hall where child labor legislation is being considered, is not
only condemning the host of children
which it employs to the curse of child
labor, but is holding back the states
of America from the adoption of a
standard uniform child labor law.
And if, as. they frequently claim-- the
cotton mills cannot exist without the
child labor system, with a wage-scal- e
too low to survive on American soil,
the American people will contemplate
with serenity the putting out of the
factory fires and will write upon the
:
factory walls the obituary of the
'They are dead that sought the
young child's life to destroy it.' "
Mr. McKelway reviewed the history of the child labor movement de
claring that one of me reasons which
led the Pilgrim fathers to leave England was the oppression of their children in the Old World.
"Through the 17th and 18th centuries," .said Mr. McKelway, "there
are numerous references to show
that both in England and New England the child began to be considered
an asset instead of an encumbrance.
And on both sides of the water the
cotton mill occupied the bad eminence of being the chief employer of
children.
Parliamentary regulation
of child labor began in England with
the beginning of the 19th century,
and in New England nearl
a half
Her-ods-

century later.

Santa Fe,

and Contests a Specialty

....

Taos county.
Bank References furnished.
New Mexico

OR. C. M. RILEY.

Veterinary Physician and Surgeon,
Graduate ef McKillep's reterlaary
college of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty.
Office:
Chars. Classen's Barn.
Day Phone, Black 9".
Night Phoae, Malm 184.

twa

calls

promptly

an

Xew Mexico

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
Ing Company.
New Mexifti
Santa Fe.

Capital Stock
$150,000
Undivided
and
Profit
80.000
Surplus
- Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transruiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on thne deposits at the rate ef four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons ia the banking line, and aims

to extend to them as liberal treatment ia all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
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line, 10c
ern cotton mills are still under the extra.
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been used," this estimate "come far
Regular line daters, for ten yt irs,
35c.
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Facsimile signature stamps, with
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Mr. McKelway declared, were found wood cut, $1.60.
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COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS HOTEL.
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Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
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TELEPHONE
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BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
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ttbority that the proposed increase in
second-clas- s
postage i? pimed directly
PERSONAL
at progressive magazines and periodicals ; that the rates proposed are confiscatory and will probably ruin evA. H. Bode and R. S. Walton are ery nonular magazine
Denverites at the Montezuma.
and will therefore deprive the people
P. G. Ebbing is a Chicago business of their only free press
man registered at the Palace.
Mr. Calderhead sent the following
Miss Lucy Carrillo is the newly ap- tart
reply:
at
Coronado
hotel.
the
clerk
pointed
Your
"Dear Governor:
is
Seferino Martinez, a well known at hand and, as usual, you message
are wrong.
citizen of Black Lake, Mora county, Thfl
o...
i
nf tho T'nifrt Oldltfb
nnnirroei
IS
""o
is a visitor in town.
not the enemy of the people and the
A.
Charles
reSpieES
has
Attorney
freedom of the press is not in danger
turned to Las Vegas from a business I wish you would get some correct
intrip to Santa Rosa.
formation."
C. H. Moses, a Denver lawyer much
May Pardon Walsh and Morse.
interested in New Mexico real esWashington, March 10. President
tate, is in the city.
Taft took south with him for final conTerritorial Engineer Charles D. sideration the appeals for
by
Miller returned last evening from a John R. Walsh and Charles pardon
W. Morse.
The Praairlent will em,!,.
St. Joseph, Mo.
trip to
.
.
Ciista
Judge M. T. Moriarty or Moriarty, and before he returns to Washington
Torrance county, has returned home: both men probably will know whether
after a business visit in Santa Fe. thev are to h frwd
Mrs. J. P. Miller and Mrs. Chanman
Walsh, now in the federal nrisnn at
tame here yesterday from the Valley Leavenworth, Kan., will be eligible
Ranch and are at the Montezuma ho ior release on parole under the new
tel.
law next September. Ht? then will
of his
Gregory Page, delegate in the con- have served
r
stitutional convention from Galluo. sentence.
McKinley county, is "at the Montezuma
Morse, in the Atlanta prison, has
hotel.
served a little more flu n one year of
United States Attorney D. J. Leahv a tmeen-yea- r
sentence, and could not
returned to Las Vegas from Alamo-gord- be paroled until 1915.
where bte had been on court
Attorney General Wi
rsham's recommendations are conf 'ntial to the
business.
Fred H. McBride of Santa Fa sDent President, but it is said ,!e attitude of
Sunday in Moriarty. He is an esne- - the department of jusiie is in favor
cial friend of Rolia Zook's. Morning of clemency.
Messenger.
New Panama Bonds,
J. H. Fulmer, a banker of Mishawa-Washington, March 10 SiiRgestions
jka, Ind., who is interested in Santa for the design of the new 3 per cent
Fe real estate, Is In the city. He is ranama bonds are now
bein;; preparat the Montezuma hotel.
ed and will come before
Secretary
M. M. Padgett, editor and proprie MacVeagh in a few
days, it is the
tor of the Las .Vegas Optic, who was intention of the treasury' dpnartment
in the city yesterday on business, re- to fqllow the ideas of artistic
simplic- turned home this morning.
.j wmcn are emDoclil in the postal
Charles E. Doll of Santa Fe is eavmga Donas ana the tentative de
among the visitors in this city today, si&ns for the new paper money SecHe came over from the Ancient City retary MacVeagh's Dlans
any unchanged and an issue of problast night. Las Vegas Optic
H. B. Hening, secretary of the ably ?50,000,000, is assured
before
Bureau of Immigration, arrived hare
yesterday on business connected with
his office and is at the Palace hotel.
MARKH1 REPORT
His home is in Albuquerque.
Mrs. J. N. Trigg and Miss Trieer who
MONEY AND METALS.
have been spending some time at the
New York Lead dull, 4.404.50.
.
11
i.
aiiey nancn, are nere for a few days.
Standard copper dull, spot and mv
ihey are from Chattanooga, Tenn.
11.9012.00.
Nathan Salmon, proprietor of The
Silver 52
Big Store, has returned from the east
New York Call money 2
2
where he purchased his spring goods
cent.
and also many things for his palatial per
Prime mercantile paper, 44
new home into which he expects to
move in a week or two. Mr. Salmon per cent.
Mexican dollars, 45.
had a very eniovahle trin
Amalgamated, 62
sugar, 118;
W. R, Freeman, of Denver, an offi
Great Northern,
cial of the United States Geological Atchison, 106
New York Centra
survey, has left Santa Fe for Albu- preferred, 124
Reading, 154
Southern
querque to confer with officers of the 1006
Union
Pacific.
forest service. The forest service la Pacific, 110
Northern Pacific, 121
with the geological sur- 172
vey in the measurement of streams steel 76
preferred, 118
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
and especially in ascertaining the wa
Chicago Wheat May 90
ter power of those streams in the forJuly

ALBUQUERQUE IRISH GIVE
TO HOME RULE FUND.

MENTION.

Albuquerque,

President

B. LAUGHLIN,

W. E. GRIFFIN,

-'

i

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
'
Asst. Caseier

Real Estate

Surety Bonds

INSURANCE
FURNISHED

Ron
Fnr
rUI HBIIl

j

AND UN.FUR N1SHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
'

BUILDINGS,

AND IMPROVED PRO-FPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA R4N-rU- !
OHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
CITY

Qo!o
OdltJ
O

C- -

LOTS

nf

one-thir- d

(C.

A

BISHOP.)

St.

19 San Francisco

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
And as oiw Third of Life is, Spent in Sleep, WHY
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
See our

Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.

j

Furniture

Co.
EXPERT EMBALMERS& FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AKERS-WAQNE-

R

SURETY

REAL ESTATE.

BONDS.

executes

SURETY COMPANY

NATIONAL

bonds of suretyship

of ,

It guarantees against loss
practically every kind and description.
by burglary or theft, either banks, mercantile houses or private
,
residences.
",

call

t in

f

JOSEPH B. HAY.WARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abslract' Realty

on or

&

,nsnrance

Made Strong

IT'S" A BILLION DOLLAR LAND.

Famous

"SCOUTS"

have a ii e assortment of
Samples for LADIES SUITS
i

Now on Sale!

JACKETS or SKIRTS,'

COATS

Guarantee a
are moderate.
I

good

fit. Prices

CALL AND EXAMINE

Now's your chance to get the
&cout" Shoe, boys a
"oy
that world famous shoe I.
about which you have read
so much in the magazines.
It's making just as big a hit
m cms iown as it nas made in
the big cities. Bovs are "wild"
about them say they never

MY LINE

AND SYLES.

101

Washington Ave

Julius Muf alter

--

Tailor.
Cor. Palace and Washington

baseball, running, jumping
and ail outdoor sports.

JJQ
f

Toughest, lightest, most
sensible everyday shoe
maae. uppers are
softaseloves. Soles
wear two to three
times as long as ordinary soles. No linings. Coolest-en- d
most healthful bov's
s n o e ever
Invented.

Whenever you want n easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
hair with grace
I'll curl and dress the
of your face.
I'll suit the contour
My raaor sharp ond scissors keen,
My shoo Is neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
.

FIRST CLASS BATH

tuL D

size
Boy.'.
Slie6-10,-

Tell your pa that "Boy Scouts" outwear
two to three pairs of ordinary shoes, Bring
him with you tell him we have bis size,
too.

O. K. BARBER SHOP
III

Good-Luc-

Agents HOBBS LATIN D"RY

Phone us, we will be glad to call for your
aundry en Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yor
bocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONBJ RED 122.

a

PHONH BJBD

If you want anything on earth
Mew Mexican Want Ad.

2.

Big Boys' and Men's

T. W. ROBERT S
N

June

1. It is likely that the bonds
will be sold to the highest bidders.
Some consideration is being given to
a plan to issue some of the new securities in denominations of $100 each,
which would seem to indicate that the
department may decide to take care
of small bidders.
The price at which
the new issue will be made is under

lfj.

k

Charm FREE

Every pair of genuine " Boy Scout "
Shoes has a "Swastika" Good-Luc- k
Charm attached. It's made of a specially
prepared metal that looks like gold and It
always stays bright. It's bigger than the
nlcturein the corner and nulai Hanw
games.
Better buy your "Boy
scouts" now it you
don't want to wait until we send for more,
'cause they're going
(IS)
awfully fast.

Beautifully tailored

by Vinol.

waists of cambric

12

47 7-31
17.65;
9.17

Middy

May

9.

Blouses

....
the

nobbiest

thing out
Waists of al! over embroidered
fronts
Fine Batiste with imitation Irish
crochet lace front
White and colored Tailored
waists

....

j

J
$1.25
$1.35

$2.25
$2.25
$3.00
$2.25

Make Your Selection Now
While Sizes and Styles are

Best Drugs for the

COMPLETE.

least money"
REGISTER

oAZV. N.Townsend&Co.PR,

PURCHASE

MAKES

Your Spring and Summer Lingerie
Can

And become a costumer of a
fast growing and dependable
ANY ORDER, no

matter how
small, promptly delivered
with many thanks.

52

July

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis Wool unchanged.
Ter
ritory and westedn mediums 1920;
fine mediums ifiifflis. ftn 19mi?
LIVeSTOCK.
Kansas City Cattle Receintsi m .
000
200 southerns.
Mar
The law requires that ket including
Native ...steers $5.50
strong.

consideration.
the bonds be issued at not less than
par.
Prominent bankers have as- 6.75; southern steers $5.256.00;
sured Secretary MacVeagh that he southern cow heifers $3.25(5)5.25! na- tive cows heifers $3.006.25; stackmay safely expect a little more.
ers feeders $4.755.90; bulls $4.00
Will Not Issue Dollar Greenbacks.
5 25;
calves $.(.::- -; ,.
,torn
vDVvl
viuyo.dV,
Washington, March 10 The issue ..."
Steers
western cows
$5.256.25;
of $1 greenbacks which was planned
by the treasury department several $$3.2505.85.
Market
Sheep Receipts
5,000.
weks ago to meet the pressing demand
lambs
for small bills, has been tentatively strong. Muttons $4.OO5.00;
fed wethers yearlings
abandoned. It Was found that the con- - $5.406".25;
version of the large outstanding sil- $4.405.60; fed western ewes $4.00
ver certificates Into those of $1 denom- $4.75.
ination promises to meet the demands "Chicago CaUle Receipts
15,000.
for he present, at least.
There is Market steady to strong. Beeves $5.20
about $35,000,000 In large denomina
6.90; Texas steers $4.405.70; westion silver certificates, which will be tern steers $4.705.80; stockers feedretired, and $1 notes will be issued in ers $4.005.85; cows heifers $2.60
their place. There have been no $1 5.90; calves $7.009.00.
The
greenbacks Issued aince 1885.
announcement of the Intention to re- Issue the old had caused wide cont- TERRIBLE TRAIN OF TROUBLES.
Lake Charles, La. Mrs. E. Four-nieinent In banking circles.
v
516 Klrby street, says:
"The
to
account for its utterances will
zine
month before I took Cardui, I could
be made in due course.
I had backache, headhardly walk.
Just Like Bulgin, et al.
Washington, March 10. An inter ache, pain in my legsj chills, fainting
feelesting sequel to the recent fleht in spells, sick stomach.dragging
congress over the matter of increased ings, and no patience or courage.
postage on magazines and periodicals Since taking Cardui I have no more
developed at the White House todav pains, can walk as iar as I want to,
when former Representative Calder and feel good all the time." Take
head of Kansas showed President Taft Cardui and be benefited by the pean exchange of telegrams between culiar herb ingredients which have
himself and Governor Stubbs of Kan been found so efficient for womanly
sas.
ills.
Cardui wil relieve that back- Governor Stubbs teleeraDhed
to ache, headache, and all the misery
Calderhead in part as follows:
irom wnich you suffer. Just as It has
"I am advised upon excellent au- - done for others. Try Cardui.

BUTT BROS CO.
"TL'E

DRUGGISTS"

QUALITY

West Side Plaza.

Phone Red

Brought at

OUR

STORE

DISTINCTIVE QUALITY.
Princess slips for summer gowns $2.00 to $2.50
Combination Suits, any combination you desire
$1.25 to $2.50
Skirts, as plain or elaborate as
you may wish
$1.25 to $4.00
Corsets Covers
.25 to $1.50
Gowns
$1.00 to $3.00
A New Line of Banner Brand Tailored Shirt Waists
$2.00 to $4.00

9.10

9.12

Be

Cheaper than you can make It and
in the most elaborate styles with

Drug Store.

"Sweet Lips"
'Ask about it"
"Will do you food.'

July 50
July 31
July 16.72
July

1--

Ribs

morning

Misses sailor Blouse5

Pharmacy.

161.

llpr

THE PRIC- E-

The Cash Store

Ssl

JULIUS H. GERDES

DOES NOT ALWAYS
DISIGNATE A BARGAIN

TO OPEN SPRING SEASON

WE WILL

HAVE

QUALITY
BE

SHOULD

A

THE

FIRST CONSIDERA-

Comencing
Next

SPECIAL

TION OF THE GROCERIES YOU EAT.

Ladies Muslin Underwear
Embroideries and Laces all 1911
New Patterns and Designes
Everything Reduced to Bottom
Prices.
Of

CHEAP
are expensive at
any price, We guarantee
every article we sell to give
satisfaction or you MONEY
Groceries

Saturday,

SALE

LADIES ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED TO CALL NO TROUBLE

BACK..

r,

ROOM

247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

From Page One.)

-

2

11

"Boy Scout" Shoe

Avenues.

May
May
Pork May
Lard May

Fitting Waists on the Market

Tailored-Be- st

Batiste Waists Lace Front

for years.
"I think Vinol is perfectly wonderful. It certainly Is the greatest blood- making and strengthening tonic for
old people I ever heard of."
We wish every feeble old person In
this vicinity would try Vinol on our
agreement to return their money if
it fails to give satisfaction. Capital

H

;

Corn
Oats

.

(Continued

Ladies Attention World

89

est "districts.

Agency-addres-

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N.

-

ALLURING PRICES

prominent Boston lawyer says:
"My father is eigthy years of age and
he owes his present strength and
good health to Vinol.
uunng tne last two trying winters
he never had a cold, and was able
to walk farther and do more tUan

2

infnrm a

Best

A

2

We aref in position to five applications, from any locality
in tbe Territory immediate attention.
Notary's Bonds
executed without delay.

E

ACORN BRAND

nof. We are rearing a
monument "to the

4

THE

OFFICE-TH-

OUR NEW LINE-

THE OLD PEOPLE

TTV.
v

INSURANCE.

FOR THE

H OM E o r STREET W E A R

five-yea-

o

WATSON & COMPANY

SHIRT WAIST SEASON

10.

s

!

1.

March

well known
are working among the former residents of
the Emerald Is'e and their descend
ants thesedays. taking up a collection which will be sent to John Redmond, the noted Irish leader, to help
him in his fight for home rule in Ireland.
Only
and
those directly n sympathy with home
rule for the Ould country are being
asked to contribute. The money will
be forwarded to Ireland with the best
wishes for success to the Home Rule
cause from the
of Albuquerque. Mr. Tobin and Mr. O'Con
nor, while American citizens for many
years, have not forgotten their down
trodden countrymen across the seas.
Now that they have an opportunity to
assist in striking a blow for freedom
for the Irish people, they are not hesitating to do so.

j

Your Patronage Solicited

X. M.,

Peter Tobin and James O'Connor, two

I

Does a General Banking Business

PAGE HVl

IN CANNED GOODS

ADOLF

We have full line of Monarch
& Richelien
Eastern pack
canned goods.

V

TO SHOW GOODS

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

.

WE ALSO
Have cheaper Canned Goods

but we 'do not recommend,
the use of cheap canned goods
at any time.

i
i

Santa Fe Plumbing House

J. Pflueger.

Corner Water

,

try

.

&

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

109.

City Eggs - - 35c Dz
Kansas Egg 25 & 30c Dz

1

Plumbing, Heating

and Repairing

:-

-:

B.S.

P. P. LACASSAGNE.

KAUNE & CO.

309 San Francisco Si.

GROCERS.
ii

ain d

'

24 Hour Electric
WIRE UP TH03

We ase AgeIllS

DARK PLACES

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

ervice

DAY

T A
KaiXLi.

eT.i

and See
them in VTC'JC,CSUMW

Light Company

V

1
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St. Louis Rocky

GENERAL

OFFICES--
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35
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10 00
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j34 3516
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4
6
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5
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82
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(X)
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3 50
3 30
8 15
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2 45
2 25

Humaldo
Liednmn
Oapulin
Vigil
Thompson
CunninghamN.M
Ollfton House

Ar

--

Ar

1

80

Mr.

10 15
9 49

iiOolfax
Oerrososo

Lv
Cimarron
Cimarron
Ar
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...LV

. . .

.

7 46

a in

8 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

p m

lOonnects u. Oolfax with E. P. & S. W. By, train both North and Soutb.ll
SStageforVan Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.i.M.
Stage leaves lite Park. M, M., for r31U;ibct:itown, N. M . at 9:00 a. tn, dally except
undays, Fare fe.uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baugaie carried free.
O. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
orth at 4:38 a. m,
C, G. DEDMAN,

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

Superintendent

pa-

d

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe iHJ52tf3

via NEW

Register-Tribun-
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you could see cotton grow-i- n
the field in all its purity
see the various processes by which
the oil is extracted and refined
could be made to realize that from Cotton field to Kitchen
human hands never touch the oil from which Cottolene
is made, you would realize why Cottolene is more
wholesome and healthful than lard ever can be.
Cottolene is a cleanly, wholesome product

just as pure as olive oil
and makes food palatable, digestible and healthful.
food is bound to cause indigestion sooner
or later, unless you have the stomach of an ostrich.
For all shortening and frying purposes, Cottolene is
without an equal.
Lard-cook-

e.

Those Affidavits.
Far more impressive even than the
vote on the ratification of the constitution was the response of the people
THE
of New Mexico to the call for refuta
tion of the recent slanders against
them before the house committee on
territories. Over 1500 citizens, in
BEST
two days, fairly flooded the telegraph
offices in Washington with protests,
affidavits, memorials and petitions. It
ROUTE
WEST
represented an expense to the people
of thousands of dollars, paid without
a moment's protest, when the good
name of the territory was at stake.
To the affidavits and telegrams, proFor rates and full information address
testing against the charges of an unfair or corrupt election were signed
the names of the pick of the citizenEUGENE FOX, Q- - F..& P. Agent.
El Paso Texas.
ship of New Mexico; Democrats and
Republicans, Prohibitionists, even Socialists, ministers of the gospel, officials of the Anti Saloon League, members of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, deacons and church
workers, butchers and bakers and
candlestickmakers, business men of
every creed and variety.
If those who made the false and
specious charges at Washington needed any or could have any more crushing rebuke than this mass of protests from the very best and most
representative people of New Mexico,
we are at a loss to know what it
could be. If any of these gentlemen
have the temerity to again lift their
heads from the obscurity and disgrace into which they have been relegated, it will astonish New Mexico.
Repudiated by the church and temperance people whom they professed
to represent, and arraigned and denounced by the mass of New Mexicans, their position is an unenviable
one. The best feature of the situa
tion, however, is the fact tha the
mass of testimony sent in to Washand finally does
ington effectually
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
of repeti
with
away
any
possibility
IN
OFFICE
CITY
tion of the charges before the new
congress. This chapter is closed.
That the constitution expresses tb.9
NEW MEXICANIDLDH.
will of the people of New Mexico has
hccTi inHioTMit-ahlHm nnfitrntrfirl - flint
OR
it is in harmony with a republtan
form of government and the cJMtlra-UNION DEPOT.
i
h vor.
nf tv, TTit0ri ststw. i
diet of congress and of the president:
any further attempt on any pretext to
keep New Mexico out of the Union 5s
Indefensible, outrageous, lawless and
Senator Owen has an-in effect that" he is willing to
violate the law, disregard the evi
donee, insult the president, again dis
EACH TOWN
grace the senate and transgress all
district
and exhibit
I Kk
H
ujiwritten laws of popular rights and.
-American citizenship, if Arizona is
Off" once.
you receive
approve of your hie
admitted with New Mexlii ); but
to,,anyo"!:ni!'kr
we believe both states will he admit-- !
extra session. The Arizo-- :
luniisn uie mgnest grade bicycles it is possible to malt. td at the
PHIPFv "cone
ai profit above actual factory cost You v
J?tlZ?A
na lobbyists in Washington wult in
profits by buying direct ol us and have the manufacturer's iruar. ,
antee behind your bicycle. DO NUT BUY a bicycleora pairof tires from
UefariOUS performance Of the Ok- .'ndrr
and would gloat over the de--i
YOU WILL BE ASTONISHED
feat of Nw Mexico but ther6 ,s 110
We !! the highest grade bicycles for less money SUoh
WMweranmakeyouthisyear.
spirit In this territory, As we
are sausnea wun 21.00 pront
"tiury. vou .can
i.,
BICYCI
o,;. Vz. lactorv cost. have said before. ' Arizona s troubles
,
n,,r
dealkks.
r.,j
our
.
nrippi
a im aoume
'
.t.
"
.:...J
ana
(SECOND HAND WCYCLESl We do not Tegularl, handle .econd hand bicycle, but arfc Jl1 0wn and " 18 "er
Th??e w,e clear out noth'ng to New Mexico.
We repeat
"j?'1
nrnr
Binle wh.ee,1"! imported roller chains and pedals, pans, repairs and as we have said all along, that Art- S
Izona ffcliberatey took action which
would jeopardize her chances :f
HEDGETHORN PUNCTURE-PROO- F
statehood and embarass the whole sitF-A
hi IMA TIDFC TO INTRODUCE,
sampie ONLY Mm1 " uation and New Mexico's only protest
is at the possibility of being made the
The regular retail price of these tires it
$H.50 ter Mir. but io introduce we will
victim of the blind radicalism of the

S

ft...

'Hammer

Tenderfoot is Sore.
The editor is a
man
and steeped in the love of peace, but
gives out right now that If he ever,
discovers the identity of the party who
worked that telegram fake last Saturday, there will be the most beautifully licked man in the history of Ros- well and it won't be us either. Being
of a sunshiny nature, we like a joke,
but a man who would joke about the
passage of the statehood bill, and im-- !
pose upon the credulity of a child of
nature, is a pestiterous wneip, ana
we can lick him even though his
weight be 250 and ours 130. Roswel!

M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

Walter mentions the different

10, 1911.

ri-- -

1

pers that reach his editorial table
and of our journalistic visitation he
kindly says: "A star of the first magnitude is the Taos Valley
News,
every line of which is readable." The
editorial is in the most friendly and
companionable spirit and can but
have a tendency to cement more closely the already friendly relationship existing between the New Mexican and
the press of New Mexico. Taos Valley News.

9 32!'
8 55

9 05
8 20
8 02

ri

FRIDAY, MARCH

Mucho Gracias.
We hereby extend our thanks to
Paul A. F. Walter for a fragrant bo- In an editorial on the press
quet.
of Xew Mexico, in the New Mexican,

155
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Raton. N.M,
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Ar
Kalou, N . M
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FLASHES.

Early Fruit Killed.
"The early fruit crop of the famous
Pecos valley district of New Mexico
is said to have been killed during
the cold weather recently, but the hope
is quite general that Jack Frost did
not get even a small portion of those
famous big red apples." El Paso
Times.

R ATON NEW MEXICO.

STATIONS

Miles
0
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In effect Sept, 1st
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COTTOLENE

IS

Guaranteed

you are not pleased, after giving Cottolene a fair test.

08

ftlrl in Rnllr

N.aVPI

Your grocer ishereby authorized
to refun(j your money in case

1

is packed in pails with an air-tigtop to
keep it clean, fresh and wholesome, and prevent it
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
Cottolene

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK

livered for Major George W. Knaebel's
new residence on Upper Palace avenue.
Again there is talk of forming a company to take a lease on the second
floor of the Court house and convert'
ing it into an opera house.
Pohn Morton, fruit and commission
merchant, has leased the room on the
Plaza lately occupied by C. L. Bishop.
F. T. Webber got into his new real
estate office today.
Hon. Antonio Joseph and family are
still guests at the Exchange hotel. Mr.
Joseph today purchased a large quantity of furniture for the Springs hotel
at Ojo Caliente.
Rev, Father Kelly of California returned from a trip along the Rio
Grande valley today.

COMPANY

which personal property amounts to HOW THE HORfE RACE
WLL DEMONSTRATE THAT
GAME IS WORKED
ESTANCIA VALLEY IS GOOD.
the stock and fixtures of the
store on San Francisco street to
household goods, $5000 and in- "Tips" Are Sent to Victims Who Are
Irrigation From Pumps Will Supplesurance, $7,000
Fleeced
For All They Are
ment Dry Farming Methods In
Bruno Daniel was taken to the poWcrth.
The Future.
lice station suffering from two small
knife wounds in his throat
He had
El Paso, Texas, March 10 Thomas
J. P. Porter and Luther Merchant,
attempted to end his life by cutting J. My Dere, alias T. J. Dean, formerly
who
had been United States jurors,
his throat with a pocket knife but a jockey, was fined $50 in police court
the wounds were very slight. About on a charge of vagrancy. During the left this morning for. their home at
Mr. Mei chant has a fine
eight weeks ago Daniel wrapped pa- course of the trial, My Dere, who Estancia.
per around a .32 caliber bullet, placed claims to be of a wealthy Baltimore homestead claim a little northeast of
it in a .38 caliber revolver and fired family, threw some interesting light Estancia and in the shallow water
it at himself, but merely managed on the honesty of horse racing at the belt and Mr. Porter has a claim west
of Estancia.
They declare that the
to singe his breast and tear off a Juarez track.
homesteaders will this spring put as
little of the skin. He then opened
He admitted that he had been sendsome of his veins.
He was taken to ing out tips to friends about the coun- - much seed in the ground as they can
i
wttl
nrnriirp nnd that a crrcatiii,
Hotel Dieu, but became so violent
try and also told of an agreement U
that it was found necessary to remove he had made to sell such information he under cultivation than ever be- To a much greater extent,
fore.
him to the County jail.
to a doctor in Baltimore. The checks
IN COURT AND AT
too, than previously, dry farming will
in
were
payment for the information
POLICE STATION AT EL PASO.
be supplemented by irrigation from
sent to him, he said, in the name of windmills.
The farmers who are now
Herman Reddick, a jockey recently
One Day's Happenings
coming into the Estancia valley are
Among Law
ruled off the Juarez track.
Breakers and Litigants In the
possessed with the right spirit to make
Palace.
Telling of this, he said:
good
by working and not merely to
Pass City.
Charles Italie, New York; H. B.
"I arranged to send the information
in relinquishments.
Maay
Hening, lAlbuquerque; G. C. Warner, and the doctor was to send me back speculate
pumps and windmills are being sold
El Paso, Texas, March 10 Jesus Racine, Wis.; F. G. Ebbing, Chicago;
I used
the checks to Reddick.
and there will be a demonstration
and Lul3 Sanchez, convicted of L. T. Paige, Miss Leonard, Fred
name because he was riding. this year that the men who know how
h
ft of two bars of lead from the Strong,. Lee Potter, Ed Thompson, of
One day Reddick telegraphed him to and will work can make
good.
Cltv Water company, sentenced to the Girl From Rector's Company;
serve six months in the county jail. Carlos Walton, New York; W. S. Wil- play Executive, as it was a sure thing.
Then Tom Parker, Reddick's boss, teleArturo Lopez, charged with taking lis, Chicago.
graphed him that Beau Man was the
a saddle and blanket was sentenced
Montezuma.
sure thing. Executive lost and the doct0 one day m
H. C. Hefner, Denver; Mrs. J. F.
tor got sore, probably thinking we
Mrs. Chapman, Valley Ranch;
d Miller,
Rayo Reyes, charged with
were stringing him and working the
Mrs.
N.
J.
Trigg and Miss Trigg, Chat- double cross."
sion of a watch, was sentenced to one
dav In Jail and motion was made for a tanooga, Tenn.; A. H. Bode, C. H.
Three checks, it Is Baid, were cashed
Moses, Denver; R. S. Walton, Dayton,
new trial.
Tom Montes, charged with embez- - O.; H. S. Hefner, Denver; Max Plohn, by Reddick, which he had secured
Wiss Wells, Girl From Rector's Co.; from the doctor, but they were of no
zlementj on trial.
Two of these were cashed, it
H. C. Teuscher, Los Angeles; F. w! value.
Because, he said, a lad named Sal
is
Gus
H.
said,
by
McNamara,
Tug Wilson, who lost $79
Pollock,
Chicago;
azar had whipped him, Jose Sisneros,
was cashed by Nick
14 years old, painted a portion of his Gregory Page, Gallup; J. H. Fulmer, thereby, and one
saloon man. who said
another
Jr.,
Mishawaka, Indiana.
Depeder,
house
with
He said
grease waste.
.
that he had lost $52.
Coronado.
One way Colonist tickets on sale
in Police court that he done it to get
A. Hurtz, Denver; B. C. Speer,
Dean said that he came to El Paso daily, March 10 to April 10, 1911,
Severino
Black for his health in the winter time, as
from
Martinez,
.Mike McConnell was fined $25 and
E3. Pearce, Estancia.
Lake;
could
not
he
cold
stand
the
weather
Jose Diaz was fined $5 on a charge of
SANTA FE, N. M.
in Baltimore. He also said: "I began
reckless 'driving when arraigned in HAREM SKIRT RESPONSIBLE
a few points shown' below.
Only
touting in El Paso, but 1 never touted
police court.
It was charged that
FOR A UICIDE. at the racetrack in Juarez. I owned For fares to other points and infor"!aneu naa taken tWO Smuggled
r
priva string of horses at the Washington mation as to the liberal
horses which were being cared for at
March 10 The harem skirt is Park track three years ago, but I ad- ileges accorded, phone, write or see
Rome,
J. J. Longwell's stable, without per- directly responsible for the death of vised all my friends not to bet on my the undersigned.
mission of the government officials one
Los
of the
$25.00
men of the city. horses.
In makng the arrangement San Angeles
or Mr. Longwell and had gone for a The victim prominent
Francisco
25.00
was Major Rossi, high mu- with
his
use
to
him
I
told
Reddick,
ride.
Diaz was charged with having
; 25.00
nicipal functionary, who committed name, as he was riding, and I did not San Diego
ridden one of the horses.
suicide because of shame and disgust want to let my uncle, Mr. Leon, who Pasadena
, ... 25.00
A petition in bankrupcy was filed
25.00
over the adoption by two daughters, is one of the richest men in Balti- Redlands
in the United States district court by
25.00
aged 23 and 19, respectively, of the more, and engaged in the pawn brok- Sacramento
miyouasampiepatrtorffMJcasiiviitnoraertf.SSu
convention.
The schedule trouser skirt as a
Phoejjjx
Albuquerque Arthur H. Richards.
25.00
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUKCTURES
part of their every- ing business, know that I was send- Santa Barbara
Journal.
shows liabilities of $27,639.82, the First
25.50
Monterey
day costume.
NAILS, Tacks or Glass will not let the
out
ing
tips.
Bank being the principal
air out. Sixty thousand pairs sold last year.
j National
Prescott
21.35
.."
Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.
"I do not have to work; all I have Phoenix
creditors with a claim of $23,771.17, DECENCY WINS ANOTHER
'
25.00
...
..
20 YEARS
lrCI?;Pr0lfjMadeinallsizs. Iti?lively
to do is to send to my folks in Baltisecured by a value of $43,510.52. A
and easy riding, verydurableand lined insidewith
17.25
BATTLE IN SEATTLE.
m special
more when I need money, but when my Flagstaff
quality ot rubber, which newr become
25.00
March 10 Tues- uncle dies I will never have to work Tucson ...
Seattle,
Wash.,
porous and which closes up small punctures without allowirotlce the thick rubber tread,
Bank ia
ing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from
Bisbee
26.35
election
resulted
day's
"A"
uuacture
in
city
atrinn
the
and
that their tires haveonlybeen pumped
The unsecured creditors are choice of five councilmen who are any more."
?1,000.
.
'eud !," aiw rim trip a' T
Goldfield
35.60
uponce or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than
testified
that
Reddick
knew
he
Deat
an ordinary tire, the puncture resistini;
Bof Kansas City, with members of the Pacific
qualities being given
35.60
Welfare in Baltimore and that all he knew Tonopah ...
by several layers of thin, specially prepared fabric on the
aan.
ouuum
make-soF- T.
"
a claim 0l ji 214.65: Simmon Bros., League, and four who were endorsed
"
ELASTIC audi"
tread. The regular priceof these tires is W.o per pair, but for
...
...
...
12.65
Deming
for
.La
the
to
she
do
easy biding.
him
i
nn
there was touting.
Capital,
may get it. San
m, advertisingpurposeswearemukingaspecialfactorypriceto
Silver City ...
14.55
by the league, thus putting the reform
the rider of only 14.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. WeshlpCO.il on Marcial
Reporter.
with
to
claims
You
a
not
amount
do
that
$3,158.65. element in entir control
approval.
pay cent until yuu have examined and found them
as represented.
Chihuahua ...
25.00
of the city
We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price strictly
S4.A5 per pair) if yon
Foundation stones are being de-- ; The assets amount to $52,814.43 of government
Burglars at Las Cruces.
send FI LL CASH WITH OUDfctt and enclose
25.00
,
Guaymas
this advertisement.
You run no risk fa
sending us an order as the tires may be returned at OUIt expense if for any reason they are
Mexico City ... . '.....,
25.00
not sali.itactory 011 examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a
bank. If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that thev will ride easier, run faster,
Upon opening the Bascom-FrencThrough tourist sleepers to Los
wear better, last longer and look finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We
hardware
store at Las Cruces it was Angeles and San Francisco are elecknow that you will be so well pleased that when you want a bicycle you will give us your ordeii
We want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
discovered that burglars had been in tric lighted and have smoking room
don't buy any kind at any price until you send for a pslrof
IK Vlfs
NFFft TIBF
the store and had taken about $60 for men and extra large dressing
tires on approval and trial at
I
lUdgethorn Puncture-Proo- f
Y."
the special introductory price quoted above: or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue whico '
worth of razors from one of the cuV room for women.
describes aud quotes all aakesand kindsof tiresat about half the usual prices.
lery cases.
but write us a postal today. JM NOT THINK OF BUYING s bicycled
Investigation showed
MtftT
WAIT
rift
1 H. S.
w
VC n0m VVMf I or a oair of tires from anvone until voti bnnw
unA a,nn.urfi,l
11
LUTZ, Ajrent.
that a brace and bit had been used to
offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn every thing. Write it NOW.
Bladder
not
Do
Disorders.
risk
'
Kidney
bore through the window sash at the
Ai T.&
Disease and Diabetes. Commence
aud
well,
r.:EA& CYCLE CO
top of the lower sash and push aside
CHICAGO,
THE
SANTA
PHARMACY.
the window catch.
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form, promulgated, weighed and eith- er accepted or rejected by the Egyp-- !
tians more than three thousand years
ago when the ancient Britons were
still painting their naked bodies with
blue woad.'
(3) The development of the idea
that there was a deity, but that he
held himself completely aloof from
the doings of men,: and that it was
therefore necessary to create a number of gods who might be invoked and
propitiated by mankind.
(4) The religious reaction and the
disposition to abandon the worship of
many gods and to merge the many
Into one or two at most.
The papyrus, which is 122 feet long
and 20 Inches wide, appears to be
remarkably complete.
So bold and clear are the black ink
characters and vignette illustrations
that the papyrus might have been
written only three days, instead of
nearly three thousand years ago.
The privileged few who have re
ceived an intimation of the contents
of the new papyrus are hopeful that
the authorities will see their way to
publish a faithful translation of the
scroll for the benefit of scholars and
laymen alike.

Caxen has an Inexhaustible fund of
anecdote from his vast experience in
the journalistic field. "Do you know
what makes a newspaper win?" he
asked. "I'll tell you, for I've been
told by good authority. I asked Bill
Nelson of the Kansas City Star and
he said, 'selected miscellany.' I asked Joe Medill and he said, 'I never cut
off delinquents and always have a big
circulation.' I asked Childs of the
Philadelphia Ledger and he said,
'Prize fights and society. Never offend
nor the preachers.'
the mothers-in-laI asked John R. McLean of the Cincinnati Enquirer and he succinctly re
plied, 'Prize fight and society.' There
you have it from the men who know."
From the richness of his experience
and the lights and shadows of a career perhaps unequalled by any newspaper man in this country, Caven is
a fascinating talker, his descriptions
are graphic and picturesque and his
acquaintance with people and countries is something to wonder at.

Light on Ancient Days.
BLANKS.

Until recently the exploration ol
the Sudan was impossible, owing to
the attitude of the natives, but last
year the excavations of Meroe, the
ancient capital of Ethiopa, was com
menced. Perhaps the most Important
result of the early work will be the
addition of Ethiopian to our knowl
edge of languages which have ceased
to exist A large number of Inscrip
tion in hieroglyphic and cursive writ
ing have been found, and it has been
discovered that the unknown language
Is based on an alphabetical system
a circumstance which will make the
deciphering of the inscriptions much
easier than was the case with the Hit-tlt- e
language, which has occupied Professor Sayce 30 years.

Printed and for sale by
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. N
Mex.

Chattel Mortgage, 2 sheet
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney
sheet
Prices on other stamps, pads, and D
other office supplies, on application.
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School Blanks.

Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teachers' Certificate, 2 sheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
2
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Subpoena,
sheet
J. P. Complaint,
4
Capias Complaint,
4
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Search Warrant,
sheet
tainer,

sheet
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sheet,
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Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
Execution
Forcible Entry and

"De-ful-
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sheet,

sheet

Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Te
sheet
the country; a veteran correspondent chers,
sse
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
of the Boar war, the Chino-JapaCertificate
ot apportionment
of
war, and other conflicts; a member of
the staff of General Albert Sidney School Funds, 2 sheet
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
Johnson of the Confederate forces in
Teachers' Monthly Report
sheet
the war of the rebellion and who carCode of Civil Procedure, full leather,
ed for Johnston's body when the fatal
bullet struck him at Shiloh; these are $1.00; paper bound, 75c. Postage 7c
a few of the features of the career two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexof J. K. Caven, now manager of "The ico Code. Postage 17c
on
which
Rrmnw Man"
comnany.
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
District Clerks' Annual Report, 4
Tuesday evening, appeared here and
who, according to his own story, has sheet
been in everything human activity ar
Land Office Blanks.
fords except a sawmill and a circus.
Homestead Entry,
sheet
"And I will add them to my list beMissouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
as
he
fore I am through," said Caven
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet
othrelated his varied experience the
Complaint Criminal 14 sheet
'
er night in this office.
Forcible Entry and. Detainer, Com
Caven is a Bmall man, but active as plaint
sheet
drivas
a squirrel. His hair is white
Acknowledgment 4 sheet
en snow, but the sparkle and ginger
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
which have carried him through his mons,
sheet
remarkable career are as scintillating , Mortgage Deed,
sheet
as ever,
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wages. He made it newspaper
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Protett,
million which he promptly lost again.!
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Irreligious Potatoes.
The useful potato, although intro
duced into England by Sir Walter
Ralelgn in 1584, was for many years
very little cultivated or appreciated.
In James L's time it sold for two
shillings a pound and it did not come
into general use In many parts of the
country until the end ot the eight
eenth century.
Mortimer's "Gardener's
Calendar,"
published In 1708, describes potatoes
as being "very like Jerusalem artichokes, though not so good," and adds
they may perhaps prove useful for
swine."
And in Scotland

religious writers
exhorted ' their readers to eschew
the potato because It was not mention in the Bible.
KEEPS HER SECRETS.

Zbyszco
myself."
Wanted, by 16 major league managers, a pitcher whom no one can hit
and a batter who can hit any hurler.
Some clever eastern s; ulstician has
figured that Abe Atte! makes about
$40,000 a year taking on numerous

1--

4

1-- 2

w,

I
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1--4
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Don't Be Bald

-

Non-Miner-

1-- 2

1--2

j
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1--

hand-shakin- g

The advertising business has made
such rapid strides in Just the last few
years that a glimpse of the ads printed In the newspapers of a century ago
forms an Interesting commentary of
those times. On November 16, 1801,
the New York Evening Poet came
Into existence with a
e
tasoe,
five columns wide. More than half
the space was devoted to advertisements, which shows not only that the
early publishers knew which aids
their bread was buttered on, bat also
that advertising was considered a
good business principle by our merchant forefathers.
It is the quality
rather than the quantity which bss
changed with the years, as a few samples will go to show:
TOR SALE, Gtn hi proas; large
and small green Bottle Cases, complete; Olass-Waroonskting of tumblers, deoanters, Ao,; Hair Brushes,
long and shortf blae and blue Dutch
Cloth Hour, By Frederick De

,

'
'

'

'

American league, received the most
bases on balls.
Pitcher Walter Johnson is a knockout as well as a strikeout star. He
says Washington must pay him $7,000
for thi3 season's work.
Counting the days until the major
league teams start on their spring
jaunts seems to be the principal
even in St. Louis.
Clark Griffith, manager of the Reds,
Is out with the statement that the National league race lies between the
Reds and the Cubs this year.
Both Coster and Attell, who fought
recently, are laid up for repairs. Coster is being operated on for appendicitis and Abe is nursing a fractured
shoulder blade.
Eight National league teams will
try out approximately 250 players for
1911.
How many of these phenoms
wili even have a chance to warm
benches in 1911?
Connie Mack, when he reached
Philadelphia from an extended honeymoon across the Atlantic, refused to
discuss baseball, but admitted there
was no place like home.
"Red" Kelley, who lingered at tho
South Side just long enough to win
the title "former member of the White
Sox," will coach the Notre Dame baseball candidates this year.
A medical journal records 19 deaths
and 400 injuries due to the football
season of 1910. It may be a fine sport,
but it Is a poor cause to require the
sacrifice of so many martyrs.
The Highlanders' new ball park will
seat 40,000, and the patrons are to
have every convenience in the grand
s
stand they get at
theatres.
The grand stand will be three decks
and 20,000 will be able to find seats
g

TOR LONDON, The Staunch
lar trading ship Juliana, R. Roth,

2
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TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Phone 231.
change.
Cleaned,

FRATERNAL

A

Americans extends to their pastimes.
Where the Britons are content to let
the games of their forefathers remain
as they were, the Americans Insist on
making those they adopt up to date.
The Royal and Ancients cling to the
Iron putter of their forebears. They
do not want the center shafted monster or the mallet headed pretender
to dethrone the tools that were good
even
enough for their ancestors,
though Americans think they have
proven that the innovations are a

lot better than the ancient and obsolete types that existed a century
ago.
They have changed the ball already in this hustling, bustling country. The old guttapercha sphere once
sufficed, but the American manufacturers have found substitutes that
could produce much better results,
and now the market is clogged with
a variety ot balls, all better than the
'
old one.
Americans, for the most part, think
that the new clubs are sure to come,
sooner or later. In any case, they
can't see the sense in clinging to any
Instrument that can be improved upon.
V
.

Newspaper Cheaper and Better.
The postal card and circular form
of advertising is the most wasteful
method employed by merchants and
others. Duplications and even tripli
cations are of common occurrence and
when received are usually dropped in
the waste basket unread. The claim
of superiority for newspaper advertising is based on sound business experience. It is cheaper and more effective than any other.

e

..

.

.

Advertising is ino sneni arum- mer that tells the public what
the business man wants it to e
know about the goods he has for
sale an Injection of advertising e
into the veins of trade grows "
the business heart.

At Her Mirror.
"Young Man (tired waiting) I suppose your sister will make her appearance soon."
Small Brother I guess she's making her appearance now. That's
what's keeping her.
Her Accomplishment
"You don't scold your husband

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma

No

Lodge

1, A. F. St A. M.

Reg-m-

ar

communications
first Monday of eacl
month a' Masonic hall
at 7.30 p. 53.
H. H. DORMAN,

Master
CHAS. E. LIXXEY, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.

R. A. M.
'

i

',
4

JOHN H. WALKER, H. P.
SEL1GMAN, Secretary.

VHTHCF

I

W.

Santa Fe Comraandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclavo
fourth Monday in each
month at M.i'onlc Hall at

7:30 p m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
E. frRIFKIN, Recorder.

E. C.

Banta Fe Lodge ot Perfection No 1
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry mets
on the third Monday ot each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
invited to attend.
S. 8PIT '., 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS. 32.
Secretary.
14th

cor-ilall- y

B. P. O.

.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E
holds Its regular session on the im
ond and fourth Wednesday of cac
month. Vlaitlng brothers are Invite
A. J. FISCHER,
nd welcome.
T. D. PEN
A,
Exaltei Rule:
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER.
Homestead No. 2879.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Meet Second and Fourth Thursday!
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Car. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Fanner.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holdi
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Room. Visiting Brothers are always

welcome.

EDWARD C. BURKE,
MANUEL B. OTERO,
President.

Secretary.
Warning to Railroad Men
Look out for severe and even dan-

six-fift-

gerous kidney and bladder trouble
resulting from years of railroading.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third street. Fort
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
'Twenty years of railroading left
in terrible condition. There
was a continual pain across my back
and hips and my kidneys gave me
much distress, and the action of my
bladder was frequent and most painI got a supply of Foley Kidney
ful.
Pills and the first bottle made a wonderful improvement and four bottles
cured me completely.
Since being
cured I have recommended Foley
Kidney Pills to manv of my railroad
friends."
Capital Pharmacy.
The New Mexican Prtntun? company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled; with printed headings. In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees ot justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made up in civi) and criminal dockets,
separate of 33 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound In one
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
2.7i
Combined Civil and Crlmls.i) . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. Stats
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
HAVE YOU TRIED PAXTINE
The Great Toilet Germiclda?

Will Stick to Papers.
The Ohio State fair will use only

a
newspaper advertising this year. Aa You don't have to pay 60c or
experiment was tried out on this line pint for listerian antiseptics or perlast year and was found to. have good oxide. You can make 16 pints of a more
results, so it was decided to follow if cleansing, germicidal, healing and deodorJl-0-

up.
Proper Way to Die.
George Missus, the little pigs be
all dead!
Misses Lawks, Garget How did
they die?
George I think they died 'appy,
missus. The Sketch.

1--

1--

ty lady as
Address P. O.

Position

FOR RENT
house fine location.

regumas-

1--2

1--2

WAN'TETD

cashier or bookkeeper.
Box ::::i, Santa Fe, X.

Pey-tier- ."

ter, will be despatched In 10 or 1
days, having half her cargo on board.
For freight or passage, barms; supett-o- r
aeoommodatktns, apply on board at
short battles.
or to CoH ft Woobwy. 98 Murr
Biddle
the
il
Tony
says
gentlemen
ray's Wharf. We hare received per
who take In boxing ma. ties at
s
ship Mercury from Liverpool a eon.
clubs should be attired in full
slgnment of DRY GOODS, whten will
evening dress.
be sold at moderate advaooe, oonslse-inKid Howard's coming star, Mickey
erf two bales Ooattaig
Soar do.
Sheridan of Chicago, and Paul Sikora
Rose Blankets, 10 cases Hata, 4 do.
Df Detroit, fought ten rounds to a
and 2 trunks
Hosiery,
C&Itooes,
draw near Cleveland.
Cerdu
Ccintaes,
Musttna,
VeTrerots,
An Inquiring fan wants to know how
Ac."
rors,
ftc.,
to become an aviator. He might try
The shipping ads, m fact, wbteb
"changing his ways" of travel and
occupied nearly half of the first page,
sprout a pair of wings.
all ended like the above wtth a list
Eddie Collins is cutting his repor-toriof imports for sale, a complete enon
and
Cobb
teeth
g
is
eye
Ty
e rati on following, with never a bint oi
his editorial material for use in
the price. That would scarcely go
case he fails to make good in 1911.
down In these days of fierce compeMichigan university's football eleven
tition. The temperance wortter may
is $13,000 to the good. Now some of
take heart m the advance ot his
the other colleges will want to have
cause in that practically every notice
the rules revised.
contained a substantial invoice of gtn,
a
is
It
difficult task for pitchers to
Madeira rum or other bibulous bevput strikes over on midgets. This is
One firm on Water street
erage.
one advantage of being of diminutive
olosed their long enumeration ot
stature. Owen Bush of the Detroit
liquors by stating that they also soM
Tigers, the smallest player in the there.
nutmegs, maoe, cloves and cinnamon,
showing that modern man has ample
precedent for breath concealers.
TALE OF
S
FIGHT POOL PLAYER
WILL RETIRE
Of Interest to the betting fraternity
was a quarter column announcement
New Yorker Declares Battle Between Champion Alfred de Oro to Devote of the Troy, Lansingburgh and Water-for- d
Two Englishmen Was Funniest
Time In Future to Billiards,
Navigation Lottery.
of His Experience.
There was to be 10,788 cash prizes
Says New York Report.
aggregating $225,000, ranging from a
Alfred de Oro's match with William thousand dollars down to ten, with
"I have seen many prize fights In
my time," said a man who has just Clearwater in defense of the pool certain other cash bonuses on certain
thousand five hunreturned to New York from London, championship which he won from Je-- days. Thirty-sevedred tickets were to be sold at $6
"but the one between Gunner Moir
each, which would bring In the same
and Bombardier Wells was the funamount as expended.
niest in my experience.
Further, the
managers
the prizes
that
explained
"Hugh Mcintosh, the Australian,
would be subject to a reduction of 15
and our own Jlmmie Britt are runper cent, the lottery being for the
s
ning a
fighting exhibition
sole purpose of "raising thirty thoubusiness over there, and the big hall
sand dollars to Improve the navigaback of the skating rink at the Olym-pi-a
tion of Hudson's river, between the
was packed with fully 6,000 people
city of Albany and the villages of
lords and dukes and countesses and
Troy, Lansingburgh and Waterford
-duchesses and the biggest kind ot
agreeable to the several acts of the
swells, who had put up at least two
Legislature of the State. The Tickguineas ($10.50) a seat at least the
ets for the above Lottery are for sale
most of them. Wells was the undeat Gain & Tennyck's Bookstore, No.
feated champion, so called, and a
148 Pearl Street.
Prize Tickets In the
was
contest
scheduled.
In the
New York State Road Lottery taken
first round Wells jabbed the Gunner
in payment." On another page a comone with his left and knocked him
pany (In our enlightened days it
down, and he was so long getting up
wouia oe a Morgan syndicate) anthat people began to leave the hall.
nounced their purchase of all the tickIn the second round both men were
ets in the lottery, which would be sold
down, with the referee counting, and
at six dollars until the 30th, after
neither got up on time. Then, in the
which the price would positively be
Aifred
Oro.
de
first minute of the third, Wells was
advanced to
High finance is
knocked out. The whole battle was rome
Keogh probably marks the pass- not such a new Idea, after all.
over in ten minutes. It would be a
ing of De Oro as a pool player. It is
good thing if a lot of our prize fight- de Oro's eleventh championship coners who are always knocking out test and he probably will quit the
Ambiguity In Advertising.
Two men interested In the art of ad
each other in the newspapers would game to devote his time to three
vertising fell into a bit of a dispute as
cushion billiards.
go over and do some real work."
to the advisability of now and then
leaving things to the buyer's imagina
tion. . One favored outspoken comPUTTER
RULE ON SCHENECTADY
pleteness of statement, the other relied somewhat upon suggestion.
A
third man whose opinion was solicit
ed, refused to be arbiter, but express
ed himself as against all ambiguities
7IA1AZAET&EA!C
of language; and, to illustrate his position, told a story of a young man
who one day brought a bouquet of .flowers to the lady of bis heart, and said,
"May I offer you my handful of flowers?" to which the lady promptly answered, "I move to amend by omitting
all after the word 'hand.' " The amendment was blushlngly and happily accepted, and the motion was adopted
unanimously. Philadelphia Record.

That breach between the United
States' Golf association and the Royal
and Ancients of St Andrews, Scotland, caused by the edict of the dictators ot the golf world against "mallet headed" putters. Is far from being
closed. Although the meeting in Chicago did not insist upon the enforcement of Ue Royal and Ancients' new
rule, many golfers, especially in the
east, are strong for observance of anyemanating from the venerable
thing
"You never tell me any of your se Scotch organization.
crets."
The rule bars a lot of clubs that
"What's the use, my dear? You're have been used many years, though it
Wild Animals. 4 sheet
never breathe them to doubtless is aimed against only a few
Coal Declaratory Statement with so honest you'd
soul."
of the extreme type, notably the
Af- a
Power of an Attorney,
Schenectady putter.
and
Corroborate
Nearly Anyone May Secure fldavlt
One definition given of a "mallet
Was There.
She
Because
a Splendid Growth of Hair j
headed" putter Is as follows:
8neet
When be took her boat riding
M
Wftte,
ve uav
"One that Is wider from face to
He did not venture more
remeay mat naa a rec- Forfeiture or Publishlnf Out
Than a short cable length to sc
ord of growing hair and curing baldthan it is long from heel to toe."
back
BneeL
NotIce( w
Yet did not hug the shore.
this definition is not compreBut
ucbb m uo vui. mil every XUU CSSeS
General BJankc.
hensive
enough, for many putters now
where used according to directions for i Bond for Deed.
sheet
tolerated approximate this shape withAn Agreeable Innovation.
a reasonable length of time. That
sheet
Bond of Indemnity,
He So Kate believes in women Tot out actually conforming to it
may seem like a strong statement it
Bond, General Form. 2 sheet
'
What the Royal and Ancients are
elected to political office
to
and
mean
we
it
and
no
one
be,
ing
and
is,
Certificate of Marriage, 7&o per dox, the samebeing
men?
fighting against is the
as
undoubtedly
until
have
doubt
should
put! Official Bond, 2 sheet
it
they
with which this counof
would
she
she
and
She
change
Tea,
spirit
says
..
our claims to an actual test.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure have the
attacks
every
sport that it takes
constitu
try
by
We are bo certain Rexall "93" Hair of
of
Mortgage, full sheet
up. The progressiva disposition
ents changed to Kissing..
Tonic wlU cure dandruff, prevent baldsheet
Application for License,
and
hair
ness, stimulate the scalp
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
roots, stop falling hair and grow new
Notice of Conveyance,
Following Injunction.
sheet
An Embryo Humorist
our
posiwe
give
that
personally
.hair,
Certificate ot Election, 8 sheet
"My dear brother, you should strive
Mother Yes, Willie, that is your
'
refund
ene
to
every penny
tive guarantee
Report of the Assessors, full sheet to heap coals ot fire upon your
uncle's card.
paid us for it in every instance where
ed. City of Santa Fe,
my's head.
Professor Joggles,
sheet
Willie
"I don' do mah bes', sah. 1 don' B. A., LL.(reading)
it does not give entire satisfaction to ieed, City of Santa Fe. full aheet
D. Say, ma, can't we all
ashes
his
dem
ober
all
hot
out
user.
the
Application for Marriage license, empty
see he's bald without havin' to read It
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic 1b as pleas
a sneet
feet, sah."
on a card?
ant to use as clear spring water. It . Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet
Is delightfully perfumed, and does no
Certificate of Death, 4 aheet
Foreign Vs. American.
Waste of Money.
grease or burn the hair. Two sizes 5'
Butchers' Shimjln
Notteaa. 1- you anything to declare,
"Have
Oyer Young Featherly is awfully
and $1.00.' With our guarantee br
sheet
or
fursT"
madam t Any laces. Jewelry
extravagant
of it, you certainly take no risk. J jld
Promissory Notes 26c per pad
"Good gracious, nol Don't be foolMyer That sot
store
our
The
Rexall
Pare.
at
only
Receipts, 25c per pad.
ish I I've been married to a foreign
Oyer Yes. He spent $3 last week
Cost Bnd, 4 sheet
The Fischer Drug Company.
nobleman for two years. juaga.
advertising for. a lost umbrella.
2
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The portion of the papyrus which
has already been deciphered promises.
It is said, to Indicate, among other
things:
(1) That the Father and the Son
of the Christian Trinity have their
and Osiris of
analogy In the Amen-Rthe dwellers in ancient Egypt the
cradle of religions.
(2) That many of the
new religious cults and theories which
are being hotly debated at the present
day, were, in only sllghily different

CENTURY

Work.

The papyrus, which, with one ex--!
ception, is the longest in the world,
Baseball soothsayers are predicting
is described as a magnificent copy of
the Theban Book of the Dead, to big things for the Cincinnati Reds.
President Murphy of the Chicago
which Is added a rich collection of invocations, addresses and hymns to Cubs is said to favor a new ball for
Amen-Ra- ,
the great god of Thebes. use in the major leagues.
Kansas City, too, has tabooed the
But the mere description falls far
wrestling match aa the
short of the suggestive beauty and handicap
wind-uof a big show.
actual contents of the scroll.
Christy Mathewson
says Johnny
Briefly, the papyrus was written for Evers
Is one of the best ever at "get,
Princess
the daugh-ting the other team's nerve."
ter of the great Queen
Dr. Roller says the world's wrestwho was at the height of her power
among
at some time between 1040 and 1000 ling championship lies
and
B. C.

A

Was Terse and Very Much to the
Point Exam ptes of Early Day

j

museum.

-

father-in-law-

Papyrus Found and Placed
the British Museum of Inter-est to the World.

A

i

Miss Evelyn Monroe as Marcia Sin-- '
gleton was a charming young bride.
Charles Walton as Richard O'Shaugnessy, was splendid. He looked and
acted the part of the young man in
New York with an- income of at least
$20,000 a year. His enunciation was
very good and he was graceful, too.
Beau
In striking contrast to this
Brummel was George W. Paige, as
Professor Aubrey Maboon, who valThe
ues money as well as science.
professor's attempts at love making
John A. Boone
were
as Colonel Andrey Tandy, who could
consume any amount of broiled lobster and champagne, was very clever.
of
He was a boon companion
O'Shaugnnessy and curiously enough
,
Mr.
turns out to be his
Boone appeared funny without apparent effort. Fred Strong was an
admirable Judge Caperton, the hus
band of the Battle Creek lady who
found New York city more interesting
than her breakfast food town. Miss
Blancho Crozier was a graceful but
not exactly "petite" French maid.
She had large bright eyes, which she
knew well how to use. Miss Lillian
society
Paige proved a dignified
dame in the person of Mrs. Wither-spooCopley.
"The Girl From Rector's" is one of
those plays that thousands of people
delight to see when they go to New
York, Boston, Chicago or Philadelphia and have a few days or weeks
to spend far from their relatives and
their friends. It isn't elevating with
ita discussion of drinks called "Salome Wriggles" and its portrayal of
men and women who ignore their
marriage vows and the wise conventions of real society.
Journalist and Advance Agent.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 10
With half a century's varied experience on the staff or at the head of
some of the biggest newspapers in

ADVERTISING!

RELIGIONS

remarkable Egyptian papyrus or
ancient scroll, ot absorbing interest
not only to philologists and scholars,
but to the whole world, has recently
been presented to the nation by Mrs.
Mary Greenfield, says the London Express, and haa now been added to
the Egyptian collection of the British

the Elks' Theater.

au-Ia-

OF

Wonderful

Times in the old days," said Caven,
gave Bonfils and the bunch a
"Tuesday, March 28 The Chinatown "and
Trunk Mystery (based on the fate of run for their money. In my time 1
'have been on the 8taf of tne New
Miss Siegel in New York).
lorK wona ana "eraia, me ew
Miss
29
March
Olga
Wednesday,
uw
Nethersole in "The Romance nf irw iorK commercial Aaveruser,
Portland Journal and so many more 1
lyn Vanaday.'
forget them. I was foreign correspondent for Bennett and other newsDirect from the "successful runs in paper magnates and have seen a good
New York, Boston, Philadelphia and part of the world in that capacity.
Caven was for years a partner in
Chicago" the dashing young Girl from
Rector's came to Santa Fe last night the newspaper business with Morriand made a home run, perhaps on er- son Mumford and there is hardly a
rors. These were due to the musical great editor of the old school alive
comedy setting which had been an- today with whom he is not personally
nounced but which failed to materia- acquainted.
"I have been through the mill, up
lize. After all "The Girl From Rector's" is illogical. Imagine a wife of a one side and down the other," said
distinguished jurist being able to lead Caven, who talks at lightning speed
a double life spending ten months and is full of the irrepressible energy
In the year in New Tork city as a of his younger days still.
"You might not believe it but I
frequenter of Rector's and the other
two months as an austere society walked every inch of the way from
dame, hospital worker and so forth the City of Mexico to Kansas City,
in a city like Battle Creek, which Is living on an old orange peel and hope
constantly in the limelight through with now and then a bite of an old
its pure food factories and world- - shoe or something equally sustaining. I was with General Johnston
famed sanitarium!
Rut. ao cleverlv did the actors and fighting for the South when that gal-officer fell at the battle of
actresses play their parts that the
lob. and took charge of his body after-sidquickly forget the suggestive
of the farce and laughed at the! ward. When the war closed, not
situations in which "the high!isfied with one thrashing I went down
Int0 Mexic. joined Maximilian
and
fliers" find themselves.
licked again and then it was I hit
Miss Dorothea Sadlier, as Loute Se-- sot
the adobe for the good old United
daine was a dashing young married
States and did the record breaker to
husband.
an
aged
woman who has
Kansas City, foraging off the country
She was the girl with the "wonder-- '
!and mightly slim foraging at that. I
fully pretty ankles" as her admirer
everything to earn grub on the
Herld!(i
in
truth.
she
was,
declares and
d.
hay
plowed
such
were
acts
two
waf' sawed
gowns in the first
oed and harrwd
busked
that the ankle was easily seen, by the
At
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M.

Madge

Nothing Much.
Then you really believe In

when he has been out all night 'long nothing?
Softhead I believe In anything I
with the boys, do your
can understand.
"No, but how do you know?"
"He told my husband that you make
Madge What a frightful skeptlo
the best Ice water he ever tasted."

izing antiseptic solution with one 25
box of Paxtine, a soluble antiseptic
powder, obtainable at any drug store.
Paxtine destroys germs that cause
disease, decay and odors, that is why It
Is the best mouth wash and gargle, and
why it purifies the breath, cleanses and
preserves the teeth better than ordinary
dentifrices, and in sponge bathing it completely eradicates perspiration and other
disagreeable body odors. Every dainty
woman appreciates this and Its many
other toilet and hygienic uses.
Faxtlne is splendid for sore throat,
lneamed eyes and to purify mouth and
breath after smoking. You can get Pax-tin- e
Toilet Antiseptic at any drug store,
price !5o and 60c, or by mall postpaid
from The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston,
Mass., who will send you a free sample
you would like to try it before buying.
X
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M.

er the Rio Grande river just below the
Bishop to Confirm Class Bishop J. site of the Elephant Butte dam. Th's
M. Kendrick, formerly of Santa Fe. is necessary in order that work on the
will preach at the St. James Episco dam may be started and carried on on
pal church at Mesilla Park, Dona Ana both sides at the same time. The concounty, on Sunday, March 12. He will tract price of the bridge is" $5,667.
administer the rite of confirmation at Twenty bids were submitted.
the morning service, which will be
The
Roosevelt
Banquet Internal
held at 11 o'clock.
Revenue Collector H. P. Bardshar anTo Open the Spring Season A speto Colonel
cial sale commencing tomorrow, Sat- nounces that the banquet
on next
Roosevelt
at
Albuquerque
embroidurday, of muslin underwear,
be an in
not
will
evening
Wednesday
eries, laces, etc., is advertised in this
would like
issue by Adolf Seligman Dry Goods j vitation affair and that he
tc have as many representative men
Co. Read the ad.
Hnpr,m-ntlpossible from Santa Fe to attend
It is the Little, Fancy
hanrmot
Tho T,rin npr rnvpr 18
1tp
which contributes so much to the
whole effect of a woman's dress. Tha $7.50 and those desiring to attend
HoinHoct flnich rncclhlp fnr anv enwn should notify Colonel Bardshar of this
in thA new city or James S. Black of Albuquer-

attention to. Read the ad.
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X

Groceryandand Bakery

St

FLOWER SEEDS,
ONION SETS

GARDEN

Denver.

Colo..

March

10.

The forecast Is generally fair in
X south portion; rain or snow in
& north portion tonight or Satur- -

X
X

St

day.

ststststststsstststststsstsist

by the lush of modern life. "Industrial conditions have driven the blushes from the faces of our girU," saya
the Rev. Mr. Johnson. "The constant
association with men in offices,
stores and factories has made girls
Under ordinary cir
eumstances the ordinary girl flnda
once she goes into business that coquetry is not a part of her duties'

brought to Albuquerque several days
s
ago and placed in the home. Dr.
having gained possession of him
on the strength of an order issued by
Probate Judge J. M. Apodaca of Gallup. The order was granted following a petition filed by Dr. Lukens,
which stated that Mrs. Estel Berner,
the adopted mother of the boy, was
a waitress and not a proper person
to care for and raise the child. It
was alleged that Mrs. Berner permitted the baby to frequent saloons,
drink beer, and dance in public
places. -

YOUTH SHOT DOWN IN
STREETS OF DENVER.

Sure Thing Key Holders are to be
found at GORBELS.
Denver, Colo., March 10. Joseph
New and Interesting Program at tne
Malone, 21 years old, was shot down
Elks' tonight.
woui-pkut&ut rriuii iKtts. and fatally wounded on a crowded
Mrs. Serafina Trujlllo Mrs. Sera- street in the Italian colony of North.
fina Trujillo, SO years old, died yes
Tom rage One.)
Denver. The man, who fired three
(Continued
.h.rfo).
terday afternoon at Albuquerque.
shots, escaped and was not recog- We
to the interest of the fruit nized, though he stood in the glare of
Carriage and Automobile Painting,
viously
rTeu
can't Mop stealing
ptf is nrlvfirtisprl in this issue bv P. Spitz is advertising in this issue.
grower to see that a County Board of bright street lights and was seen by'
week,
picked
P. Lacasagne who guarantees to do There are other suggestions made for Ritter, who was released from Jail, Horticultural Commissioners
is creat- hundreds. A score of detectives and
FINE.
ARE
THEY
or
acceptable Easter gifts. Read the ad. Wednesday afternoon, after he had ed, and to see that all fruit trees are patrolmen worked In
good work promptlv. Read the ad.
"Little Italy"
chickens
been
of
found
stealing
Elks':
guilty
at
the
Toniahfs Prociram
M,rri,H at MMhnHist Parsonaae
all night attempting to unravel the
sentenced to properly sprayed.
TTcrn. a f nimble Trouble in Old Albuquerque,
,,t Ta! a
a,
vt,i,,;o,
Very respectfully,
mystery hut disclosed no probable
- serve sixty days, sentence
being sus-hVegas Miss Minnie Haag was united Ranch and Across the Mexican BorH. S. CLANCY,
Phone No.4.
motive for the crime. Mrs. Elizabeth
Phone No. 4.
Pended on account of good behavior,
Wat-jdeof
J.
to
Fred
Harris
marriage
Assistant Attorney General j Yacovetta, 3241 Pecos street, with
time
Fred
in
is
This
ii
at
jail.
usual
As
this
Ander-C.
again
rous, by the pastor, Rev. E.
Flowing to Waste
whom Malone had walked down the
time of the year, a large volume of charged with stealing three hams,
son, a former resident of Santa Fe.
WOMAN HAS FOGOTTEN
principal street of the miartar a tow
wntpr is flnwtnf tn waste down the three sides of bacon and a chunk of
Th. W,.m
HOW TO BLUSH, i minutes before he was shot, was ar-mous Scout Shoes Are Described and Santa Fe river as it is too early or pork loin from the A. Romero Meat
rested ana is now held in the ma
Told About in This Issue.. Read this the ground is too wet from recent Market at Albuquerque. Vincent
Boston, March 10. That the art of tron's quarters at the city jail.
snow for irrigation. Event- - niero of the Romero market, reported
and
of
the
tane
opporand
ad
OF
advantage
THE
theft.
provid-(thblushing, woman's most demure but
tunity John Pflueger now offers you ually storage capacity will be thou- most fascinating attribute, has been A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia.
L.
Gila
Mrs.
in
and
then
ed
Two
for
Drowned
the
waters
such
sensible
to secure these tough, light,
Is too often the fatal equence. Follost
is the most recent and sensaa
cultivaand
be
an
under
of
will
F.
acres
woman,
sands
Keefover,
aged
shoes with a good luck charm.
tion south of Santa Fe.
little
10 years old named Lee tional assertion of the hev. Herbert ey's Honey and Tar expels the cough,
hoy
Francisco
Lobos
for
Big Bounty
District Court
Roosevelt
were drowned while attempting to S. Johnson, pastor of the Warren Av- checks the la grippe, and prevents
Sandoval, a resident of San Miguel District courtCounty
It ia a nromrit. and re.
at
Portales
session
in
is
ford the Gila river at the Cliff cross-- ! nue Baptist church. The Kev. Ms pneumonia.
VeBEAUTY
CLOISONNE ENAMELED
PINS, BELTS PINS,
applied at the court house at Las
for $15 as bounty on a wolf killed with Chief Justice W. H. Pope presid- jng about 30 miles northwest of Sllgas
It is as safe for your
The grand jury has been hard ver cit.y They were in a light wag- - lost the ability to suffuse with blush no narcotics.
JABOT PiNS, CUFF LINKS, SHIRT WAIST SETS, etc.
by him near his home. The killing of ing.
iB because of the constant near as- - children as yourself.
Capital Phar- wolves is a profitable occupation in at work. Oscar F. Cheney, charged- on ana- tlle swoiien flood of the Gila, es
of men and women entailed macy,
with
sociation
Alec Hamby on De- kankfuU
of
the
and
killing
the
rains
of
reason
this county.
by
Gives just the necessary TOUCH for
nas
cemuer
muicieu. il meiting snows, washed the vehicle
Yes, a picture show at the Elks' tois uncertain whether his trial will down 8tream and Mrs Keefover and
the chic spring or summer outfit.
night.
Children Must Be Vaccinated Sat come before this term of court or will the hoy were thrown into the midst
be postponed.
The
OF
of the current and drowned.
AND BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY
urday has been set as the day for the
The weather is boy wag a Bon of Theodore Lee who
Up to 61 Degrees
vaccination of such school children
as have not been successfully vac- growing warmer and the temperature- iwg near cli(f The j,0(lies were
cinated. Dr. J. H. Sloan will do the yesterday ranged from ?,S to 61 de- washed agh0re further down the
grees and the average relative humid stream and recovered.
vaccinating.
temL. D. Kunkel of Denver, represent- ity was 50 per cent. The lowest
for "THE DEAREST GIRL" NOW.
Sent to Pen From Los Lunas In
was 35 decrees and at 6 a.
perature
has
Ba.ll
Co.,
American
Box
the
ing
Valencia county district court in
the
m. today it was
36
degrees. Last
placed four 50 feet alleys in the Cat-Los Lunas yesterday, Jack
Miller,
and
me
was
mem
aim
muuii
ciear
Thoo
v,j
i,;i,i;
with robbing John Becker's
- charged
beauwas
stars
a
It
shone
brightly.
and hBt mnrip p.nv Rail howiine is
general merchandise 3tore, was ar--;
ifl11 niSnt2ESSES good, clean and healthy sport, patron-- !
raignetl before Judge M. C. Mechem,
--s jized by the best class of trade every-- '
Runaways Sent Home Three
guilty, and was sentenced to
pleaded
f
Clarence
named
is
the away boys,
Box ball
Johnson, serve three
just
years in the territorial
price of regular bowling, 5c for each Clofford and Charles Fleming of
Louis Perez, indicted
penitentiary.
GET
playing. The place is, for la-- i Junta, were caught by Billy Corbett, on a
charge of murdering his wife in
dies and gentlemen. Drop in and see in the lower Santa Fe yards at RatJubero last year, was arraigned,
THE LATEST NOVELTIES IN BAR PINS
the outfit. Spectators are always wel- - ton, and returned by him to their
ents in La Junta. The boys were pleaded guilty and was sent to the
NEWEST SHAPES & DESIGNS in LOCKETS
to serve not less than
Smallpox at Willard J. D. Pres-- ' about 12 or 13 years of age and had penitentiary
five nor more than ten years. The
been
who
LINE OF
A COMPLETE
in
has
of
Idea
conceived
their
the
quarantine
tidge
bumming
versus Cordova,
case of the
with smallpox the past thirty days way for a
g
trip over the indicted for Territory
rape at Casa Colorado, in
now
was released Saturday ana is
at country.
THEM.
CALL AND
1904, was taken up late yesterday
his old post on the Mercantile delivSunday School Association There afternoon and continued at a night
ery wagon. Willard Record,
Is as essential to your home as your furniture. It
'
are now 162 Sunday schools repre- session. This case will go to the
jury
Six New Motors Santa Fe is be-- j sented in the New Mexico
is part of your furniture. It is a mark of culture and
C.
Sunday
an article of comfort and convenience Let us show
coming a "buzz wagon town" like Al-'- . School Association, according to re- today.
Charles
Baby Frequents Saloon
-:
-:
buquerque and Roswell. Six new mo-- I ports on hand at the meeting of the
-:
:
you our line.
tors have been received by Professor executive committee of the associa- Edward Berner, 3 years old, the
J. E. Clark for the use of Santa Feans. tion in Albuquerque yesterday. Pres- adopted son of Mrs. Estel Berner of
They are fine machines and will be ent were H. S. Lithgow, D. A. Porter-fiel- d Gallup, McKinley county, is in the
SATISFACTION assured
of great service here.
and W. H. McCoy of Mountain-air- , limelight before Judfee Ira A. Abbott,
RnoTI CLftoS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
It Don't Pay to Fuss and work over
who is secretary of the organiza in the McKinley county district court
these days. Charles Edward is at the
your summer lingerie when you can tion.
lldemade
Rio
6uch
in
present time an inmate of
Across
elaborate
for
Contract
get
Bridge
ready
HACK SERVICE
Buggies and Saddle Horses
in
Home
&
dren's
ComAlbuquerque,
at
low
Society
in
The
the
Grande
Midland
this
signs
prices quoted
Bridge
issue by Julius H. Gerdes. A new line pany, of Kansas City, has been glvan which is under the supervision of Dr.
The boy was
of tailored shirt waists is also called the contract for a highway bridge ov- - Charles E. Lukens.
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Nice Fresh Eggs
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Fish Received Tuesdays &Thurdays
are receiving killed to order dry
try a hen,
poultry twice a
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The complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
Tailoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no conditions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent
exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
tailors of women's fashionable made-t- order garments.
o

3on't Delay
Gomne at Oece
iifaiiasfcfWifrwi

There

Hare

stylesthe

72 new Spring and Summer
pick of the latest creations in the

.mi

fashion centres of the world. There are 278
BSBB9
absolutely guaranteed fabricsthe newest
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIGHTED more
than merely satisfied with the result.
Note what all the fashionable
in woman's dressCome at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best
So don't miss such an exceptional opportunity as this.
for you new Spring ontfit that you will
women in the large cities are now wearing. You won't obligate yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints and suggestions
:.
BE SURE TO COME EARLY-WH- ILE
THE COMPLETE LINE IS STILL UNBROKEN.
indeed to get.
be

mighty glad

THE BIG
STORE.

NATHAN SALMON

THE BIG
STORE.

